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Wood Ashes as Farm and Garden 
Manure.

Oue of the waifs that has come into our posses
sion is a fragment of a report from the Fishery 
Overseer of the great Northwest. These little 
waifs that are borne to us on many titles we have 
sufficient curiosity to peer into, though it may be 
at our busiest moment. A little twig, once part of 
a basket enclosing fruit brought from Smyrna, fell 
into the hands of an Englishman, who, too, had a 
more than common share of curiosity to know 
something of the unknown. The little tw ig he 
planted, and it became the parent of all the Weep
ing Willows in the British Isles.

The waif we have now got hold of is not of so 
much importance, but it is a good subject for a mo
ment’s reflection on what our agriculture has been, 
and what we hope it will be before many years 
have sped their course.

The inhabitants of the Northwest, we are told, 
have hitherto been planting on the banks of the 
Assinniboine river, and as no man ever thought of 
manuring his fields, they built their cattle houses 
on the banks of the rivers and streams, or on the 
slopes immediately above the banks, and they de
pended on the spring floods for carrying it down to 
Lake Winnipeg.

No greater value seems to have been placed on 
manure some years ago in Ontario than in Manito
ba. The writer knew, not a score of years since, 
aiS5ëi"tb be assembled to cast away a large heap of 
manure, the accumulation of many years, that had 
increased so from time to time that it had become 
an obstruction to every movement, whether of men 
or cattle, in the old barnyard.

Farmers have of late begun to think somewhat 
more of their manure, but we have some doubts of 
some of them appreciating it at its true value. One 
of the grounds of this opinion is the low estimate 
in which one of the most valuable manures is held. 
Why are not the ashes from our wood lires pre
served more carefully, and why arc they traded 
away for bars of soap or peddlars’ wares ? Every 
day we see them gathered in town, or brought in 
from the country, while the farms and gardens to 
which they should be applied would pay well for 
every pound of manure given to them.

Some farmers have even expressed doubts of the 
value of ashes as a manure. Whenever such a 
doubt could have originated is to us a mystery.— 
Wood ashes are very rich in the mineral constitu
ents of plant food, and are in the best condition to 
be available for their support and nutrition. In 
wood ashes we have a large supply of potash, a 
constituent of food required by all the plants we 
cultivate with such care and labor, whether in the 
field or garden; for some, as, for instance, the po
tato, it is an element of absolute necessity. is it 
desirable to add to our soil phosphate of lime, car
bonic acid, and magnesia, we have them in the 
heap of ashes carefully preserved from our hearth. 
So it is with other elements of fertilization, as 
phosphoric acid, silicia, oxide of iron, oxide of 
magnesia. All these have been proved by careful 
analysis to be stored in the bucket of ashes given 
away so carelessly, as if fur it wo had no use.

That wood ashes are rich in the constituents of 
the best and most easily attainable food for plants, 
a moment’s thought will convince the most scepti
cal. The tree from which these ashes have been

immediately drawn drew from the soil and atmos
phere all those constituents that nourished it and 
built it up from year to year, 
remained with it as absorbed by it during its 
growth. They were part of it when growing, when 
grown, when fallen before the woodman’s axe, 
when burning, and when burned they remained in 
its ashes. They were not lost. Nothing in nature 
is lost. They remain in the ashes to nourish other 
plants, if used for that purpose; it may be for the 
growth of other trees, of vines to make glad the 
heart of man, of cereals or of grasses—for all they 
are available.

For many years have I seen the good effects of 
applying the ashes not only of wood, but also of 
other vegetable matter—of peat, and even, also, of 
earth, and 1 have never known an instance in which 
they were not of very great benefit to the crops for 
which they were applied. Ou a lawn that had be. 
come mossy they extirpated the moss, and its place 
was tilled with white clover. Applied to meadow* 
the yield of hay was increased fifty per cent. Fruit 
trees mulched with ashes bore more fruit, larger 
and improved in flavor ; and for a potato crop 
there is no better manure.

Even when leached, they are valuable as a man
ure, but to preserve all their nutritive properties 
till they give them to the growing plant, they 
should be kept carefully under cover, or rain would 
wash away from them much that forms part of 
their great value, 
under tfxe rain, they become in a measure leached, 
and though still valuable, they are less so than it 
properly preserved.

will have been seeded anew, but though at some 
loss, they will, it is to be hoped, pay their expense 
wheu the harvest sheaves are gathered home.

The fall wheat has, no doubt, passed through a - 
trying ordeal in a winter more than usually severe, 
and some of it has perished. In some places, the 
Western States especially, it has perished or has 
stood the winter badly. On the prairie lands there 
was no shelter, no wind-break to keep the snow 
from being blown off the exposed wheat fields. 
The Canadian knows the value of the snow as a 
mulching for his wheat crop.

The report gives the area sown with wheat last 
Fall, as about nine per cent, above the Fall of 
1873, being an increase of 1,500,000 acres. This in 
creased area will increase the general produce of 
the country fully as much as any partial deficiency 
in yield would bring it below the increase of the 
previous year. The condition of crop is not favor
able on the whole. In some sections the young 
plant has been badly winter-killed, the latter frosts 
especially doing much injury. Though the frost 
was not more intense than in Canada, there was 
more alternate thawing and freezing, and the ground 
was not so well covered with snow in the Northern 
States. The condition as reported in April was be
low an average^ and far below that of last year. 
In the South the condition gives good promise. In 
both Northern and Southern States there were excep
tions to these general conditions. Making all allow
ance we are told, for the possible improvements in 
the North and Northwest, it seems certain that the 
aggregate winter crop will be materially reduced. 
Those sections in which drouth prevented early 
seeding, and sufficient root development before 
winter set in have been the great sufferers.

The lesson brought before us so frequently, is 
again presented to us this season. We note espe
cially the destination of the crop—-wherever water 
has been allowed to remain on the fields. Where 
patches were long covered within the very roots 
were killed. Furrows well cleaned and water cuts 
opened where needed; are indesponsible in farming. 
When the farmer has sown and covered his seed 
he should not leave the field till ho has with plow 
and shovel removed away every obstacle to the 
running off the water freely.

Every where the superiority of wheat seeded 
with the drill, and the great advantage of this 
mode over broadcast arc conspicuously apparent.

l’lant trees for winter-breaks. Carry off’ water 
that would stagnate on your fields. Use the seed 
drill.

These constituents
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The Fall Grop of the Failed States.
Now, as we look back at the winter through 

which we have passed, we feel some anxiety to 
know how the long months of hard frost, more 
protracted and penetrating to a greater depth than 
in ordinary winters, has affected the fall crops.
We can now form some estimate of our prospects 
for the season. The yield of our crops, it is true, 
may be lighter or heavier than present appearances 
indicate; we cannot know what the future may 
have in store for us; bat we can judge what pre
sent appearances arc, and from them form some 
opinion of the promises at least, if wc cannot speak 
definitely of their fulfilment.

From the Report of the Agricultural Depart
ment of the United States we learn what are the

Ï

prospects at present of the winter wheat crop in 
that country. To us Canadians the report is of no 
little moment, as the markets for breadstull's 
throughout the world are of necessity more or less 
afl’ected by the yield of the crops in each grain■ 
bearing country, and in the United States the area 
under grain crops is at all times so great compared 
to her population, that from her more than any 
other grain is most largely shipped to the English 
markets.

In this U. S. Report there are great complaints 
of failures and of partial failures. It is always so 
at the departure of winter, but the complaints are, 
it seems, more than in other seasons ; however, 
though there are doubtless failuies of crops, with 
bare fields to be seeded anew, wc do not lose heart. 
Before our subscribers read these lines, many a 
field, now partly bare and dusky, will have re
vived from the refreshing influence of the genial 
showers and light and heat of May. Some fields

Barley for Feeding—Bcrc or Bigg.!S
REPLY TO QUERIES BY A. FRONTENAC.

Uur subscriber A. S., has, ere now, seen in the 
Farmer's Advocate of May a reply to some of 
the queries we have since then had from him on 
the p/uspcct of growing barley instead of spring 
wheat. It is even now too late to enter more fully 
into the subject, and, unless as a guide for future 
years, it would be wholly out of season to make 
the sowing of barley the subject of further com
ment in uur journal. The principal, we might say 
the only objection to the sowing of barley more ex
tensively in the country is the uncertain prospects 
of a good demand with paying prices when it would 
be ready for the market. Not being an article of 
such general necessity as wheat, it is doubted by
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others the breaclstun ot civuizeo. nations. . . . ,. . . . , „f „ noDUiar destroyed or so much injured from frost or other
may, it is thought,.be a brisk demand with a fa.r aistmg m makmg “"^^"“^rs 5pro- causes as not be worth the ground they occupy.
price for barley; for wheat, let the crop e eavy 1 an ong pure lasers. . P will find on clos- 1 In such instances Millet or Hungarian grass is cs-

the 1 peoWly valu.hlo to till ^ -
times a ready market. I 6 mve a second crop scarcely, if at all, inferior to any

The subject has been taken up by many agncul-1 credit side. | ^ ^ {afm
tural writers both in England and America. We I ♦**
have, since writing on it for the Advocate of May, 
read not a few articles on it, and they advised
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Provender for the Winter.
The Colorado Potato Beetle.The only well grounded cause of comprlaint 

farmers as we had advised them—to depend less on I against the climate of Canada is the long winter.
wheat, and, instead of so much spring wheat, to I The summer’s heat, though grumblers sometimes I lowing extract on the method used by him for the 

barley in part, and their only objection to this flmp fault with it, has ad/antages more than preservation of his potato crop from the potato- 
was the uncertainty of the market for the grain ell0ugh to outweigh any evil or inconvenience from beetles, and also an article on the dangers incurred

I the heat of the dog days; and the winter’s cold in by the use of Paris green, the remedy so generally 
For good malting barley we have no doubt there pts greatest extreme is a positive benefit to the I used. We referred to the subject in our last num- 

will be always a good market. The demand for I country. But the winter, we must admit, is long, I ber, and though we have ere now treated it piretty 
good malt drink is continuously increasing in Eur- I amp wj1;pb it drags out its weary length of five I fully, we have dwelt no more on it than the impor- 
op>e and America, and the area in which malting I months, we feel the loss it entails on us in the tance of the subject demands. It is one that calls 
barley can be grown is limited by soil and climate. I grcap quantity of provender used up by our stock, for our most serious consideration. If to apply to 
There is no grain more widely diffused than barley, I ppencc the greater necessity of making timely pro it in all its force the old adage—“ Death is the 
none more successfully cultivated under so great I vp8ion for the winter, such as may leave us not I pot,” no more serious consideration ever forced

From a letter from 0. July an we take the fol-

sow

when ready for sale.

C. J. writes as follows :diversities of climate and soil, but by far the | poser8 even in our winter feeding. j itself on us.
Farmers have learned the value of the root-crop We cannot aiford to dispense with our potatoes, 

for feeding. Wherever we have a stock large although until the parasites which prey on the
For feeding barley there is and always will be I enough in proportion to the area cultivated, we ^^ntÏÏ^efcuall^hSriÏÏ0 do^atfras! 

a demand to a greater or less extent, as provender have found the absolute necessity of turnips and farmcrs at a distance from market should content 
for stock feeding, for which purpose it stands high mang0pds to bring them in fair condition from No- themselves with raising enough for their own use, 
in the estimation of feeders. Barley flour analyzed 'vemp,er till May. With such a supply added to and save them by hand-picking, the readiest way 
has been found to contain, in 1000 lbs., 720 lbs. of our hay and straw, our stock may be turned out °ftinT^nfulUf* wwt'er or aslmsTn one hanil and a 
starch, 56 lbs. of sugar, 50 lbs. of mucilage, and -n ^ay jn at least as good condition as when silort stick in the other, and knock the beetles oil
36J lbs. of gluten, and this wealth of nutritive I housed for the winter. But it is necessary to have J the plants into the tin, not a very difficult matter,
elements, as shown by analysis, is fully borne out ,)rov|(je(\ the dry as well as the succulent food—to as tl,iey do not adhere very firmly; those which fall
by the experience of the many who have used it as have a store of hay as well as turnips. And of -'iitiVthcf t'ui.1" They do nofreadVbite” but when
cattle food. the one, as well as of the other, there is too often they do j;he best way to prevent any ill effects is

Barley hulled and ground makes bread, coarser a scarc;ty 0n the farm. The season may have been said to be to apply a leaf of tobacco moistened in 
than wheat and less palatable, though nutritive and unfavorable for the early growth of grass, or there water to the bitten part for a tune, which
strengthening. It is the breadstuff most generally may be a more than usual drought, and the con- ^as o^ushed'thein to’^deces iu’his hand without 

countries of Northern Europe. Bere, sequence is seen in the diminished size of our hay- feejin„ auy jp effects, but 1 think, had there been
or Bigg, which is of the same species, is, however, riuks. To meet such cases of deficiency in our any abrasion in the skin of his hand, he would
more generally preferred. It has the advantages I u8uaj jiay crops, and the lightness of straw, if such have smarted for lus temerity.
of yielding very heavy returns and of being the I there be, either millet or Hungarian grass should I was last spring thinning out some early cab-
first grain ripe. It is sown in the fall is very fie sown. Both are sure, when more generally
hardy, ripens first in summer, and yields from 30 known, to be appreciated. Between the two there j ylace(j on the palm of my hand and found the
to 50 bushels per acre. The meal of here is Used ;a very little difference in quality or produce. Mr. peculiar appearance was caused by a great number
in the same manner as that of oats, and mixed T., in the vicinity of this town, saved at the rate of very small beetles, which loft the old one and

ton, per none ol loom g™ | —to

the stove. This seems to prove that they can 
the yield is always heavy. I produce their young alive, and may account for

,, _r , ... -, , ,, their being so very numerous in the spring, before
For Hungarian grass or for millet the soil should the (;ar,y “otatoe/afford them a supply of food and

be well tilled, and this is the more necessary as the j a convenient place of deposit for their eggs, 
seed is small and tender. It should be sown in 
Juno. This lateness of the sowing is advantageous 
to the farmer, as he is then less hurried in his farm 
operations, 
more per acre.
straw is apt to be too coarse, especially on a rank 
soil, and when fine it is better for feeding, whether 
as green food or hay.
seed or stalk is ripe; while yet green its nutritive 
quality is much greater than if cut dry, and this 
nutritive quality it retains throughout the winter.
In this state, cut green and well saved, it is greatly 
relished by stock of every description, and is good, 
wholesome, nourishing food for horned stock 
especially.

Some farmers find it profitable to grow it for the 
seed, and by this means realize a good profit from 
its cultivation.
said to average 30 bushels, and a much higher 
yield is said to be sometimes obtained. Wc have 
heard of 80 bushels per acre. We recommend it, 
however, not for the profit to be made by it as a 
seed crop, but as a crop for soiling and hay. Mil
let especially is known to rank vciy high as a for
age plant.
the grasses for feeding cows and adding to the 
profits of the dairy by increasing the quantity and

l
greater part is ranked not as malting, but as feed
ing barley.ti g s
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used in some

with it or used by itself, is much relished.
very much used in Scotland, and hence it is known | in 1873. This was a more than ordinary yield, but 
by some as the Scotch Bere.

It is of six
i|:
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The Cheese Market.

Some months ago we advised our friends who 
are engaged in the cheese business to make their 
cheese of a less size than many of them had been 
in the habit of doing. Wc were not singular in the 
opinion wc expressed on this subject. Similar re
commendation was given at the late Convention of 
the Dairymens’ Association. If the Canadian 
cheescniakers arc to maintain the character of this 
product of the dairy and obtain for it the best 
prices, they must be scrupulously exact in every 
particular connected with it. The quality of the 
cows, their food, the purity of the water they 
drink, the cleanness and ventilation of milk houses 
anil factories—all must be attended to with the 
utmost care and unremitting attention. And not 
least in order to secure good prices—it must lie 
sent to market in such size, form and manner as 
are in most demand by purchasers.

The Oxford Tribune, referring to this subject, 
regrets that more attention has not been paid by 
factorymen to the advice given in regard to the 
size of the cheese, having only heard of a few who 
have made the alteration, 
a 14 or 14)) inch cheese, weighing 52 to 58 pounds, 
and in this the cheescniakers must act accordingly 
if they study their own interest, 
neighbors, who are always awake to what concerns

0. J.
USINll POISON ON PLANTS.

The scientific and other papers are discussing the 
The quantity sown is one bushel or I subjoot of the danger attending the use of Paris 

If only one bushel be sown, the | green and other poisons in destroying insects
plants. The matter is one of great importance, 
and is deserving of the carcfq-l attention of all cul
tivators who arc tempted to resort to desperate 
remedies for parasitic pests/ The Scientific Ameri-

Co.I on

eating potato stal
It is better mowed before their having accès 

should beran says :
The question of whether the use of Paris green 

(arseniate or aceto-aneniatc of copper) upon pota
to plants as a means of destroying the bugs, will 
tend to poison the soil, and thus render it unfit to 
produce vegetation, receives a definite answer from 
Professor Le Conte, in his paper recently read be
fore the Academy of Sciences. The opinion, ad
vanced and concurred in by such high authority 
as Professors Silliman and Alexander and Mr. 
Mitchell, allirms unequivocally that arsenic and 
copper are poisons which act with equal energy 
upon plants and animals. It is merely a matter of 
time, if the poison is used at repeated periods, be
fore the sôil is poisoned so as to prevent the growth 
of all vegetation.

“ Professor Lo Conte enters an earnest protest
use of this

preve 
non-use of any pc 
less but injurious 
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against the present loose, yet enormous 
fearful poison in the hands of uneducated men. 
It is ordered by the western druggists literally by 
the ton, and repeated deaths have resulted among 
farmers through its careless employment. I he 
death of several persons in a single dwelling in this

The purchasers desire

It is said to bo second to no other of
: Our American
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Product sof à New Brunswick Farm.city from eating pickles upon which some Paris 
gre.en had been blown by the wind, occurred quite 
recently. It is well settled that arsenic is danger
ous even externally, and experiments have proved 
that its poisonous effects are developed by a smaller 
amount inserted in a wound than when taken into 
the stomach. ”

In the Journal of Applied Chemistry for Sep
tember, 1874, is a case from Dr. Doremus. ‘ ‘ Deaths 
from Paris green,” says the Journal, “are becom
ing quite too numerous and frequent. Three per
sons who partook of lemonade and chow-chow 
pickle at No. 17, West Fifty-seventh street, New 
York, on the 19tli of July, were soon after taken 
ill, and on the 21st, one of them, named John 
Powers, died. His sister died the next day, and 
Ellen Burbie, the cook, died on the 24th. 
tions of the stomach and intestines of each 
sent to Dr. Doremus for analysis, and in each case 
he detected the presence of arsenic and copper ; 
he was therefore of the opinion that death 
caused by arsenite of copper, commonly known as 
Paris green. In reply to a question by the coroner 
as to how much Paris green would cause death, he 
said that a very small quantity would be sufficient. 
A juror asked him whether he thought a grain 
would kill a man. He said he did, and that he 
would recommend the jury to warn the public 
against its use. Professor Doremus also said that 
he would take that opportunity to earnestly re
quest that the members of the press who 
present would impress upon the public the extreme 
danger of using so violent a poison. As an in
stance of the danger of using Paris green in any 
way about dwellings, he cited the case of the 
poisoning of the whole family of an eminent phy
sician in London by a single loaf of bread, which 
the baker had placed, while warm, on a shelf that 
had been painted with Paris green. If a single 
grain of this poison (the 480th part of an ounce) is 
sufficient to cause death, it will be seen that a very 
little of the dust received into the system from 
time to time is fraught with the most fearful 
danger to health and life. ”—N. Y. Observer.

ljsh) grubbers. This makes the field like a garden 
and I get good crops, which I think pays for all 
thp.e.xjra labor. I have got work for the drainers 
for two' years to come. I hope to have the plea- 
sit to 06 seeing you in St. John this summer, and I 

:■ Will take you to one of my neighbors, where the 
J rmnars will be at work, and I know you would be 
pleased at the thorough and expeditious way they 
prit ithëfr work through. Excuse me for taxing 
you with so long a letter, but believing you to feel 
a ilpep interest in the subject is my excuse for it.

.... Richard Thomi-son.

;ock
From the “ Colonial Farmer ” we take abridged 

the following letter of Mr. Thompson, of Sheffield 
House, N. R., giving s6me’re^joftk''df'the products*1 
of his farm of tiiirty-èîglit and ii half 'Whilfe' 
differing from Mr. Thompson’s ky'steffi tit fdiüiihÿ 

Particulars, as, for iristatitie',’in ctittilig’hnyJ 
four years,in succession off ïiisf laict''vMthorit trip- 1 
dressing, we piust admit his success 'in''raising îàijgd1 • 
produce from his farm. Sis letter1 leads us to' the'
conclusion that lie leaves the' aftergrass 'tin ' t>W 
meadow wheije it grew, ’uticuf and ù'hëàtéh’. If 
this were so,, it, ot .itself, forms Yfo'littlë'Subititftfctr11 
for top-dressing,' and as a! mulching,1 lÿin’g1 ’on the 
ground, during the winter, it is of the greatest' ser-’> 
vice to Soil and grass, preserving "during1 th'e Winter 
a moderate warmth, and nourishing hr the ' ëarly 
spring the young tender grasses, when "sitich lioiir- 
ishment is most necessàr’J and of the ’terÿ gVcatest 
advantage. In the rich fattening'pasture liritli ôf 
England and Ireland this"'is fully ‘ iijiprëdîatied ■ by 
stock feeders. The fattening fiiffffs arc frtrVer pas
tured bare in the autumn, and"' after the' fattened 
beeves are early in the season sold1 off or'koifsed 
for stall feeding, the long rich grasé1 isîéft témain- 
ing on the land for this purpose of’ lhantii-ing and 
mulching; so when the stock of 'the èüsning 
is turned into the pastures about tlidl2th of May, 
there is an abundance of the most '/futritious food.
If Mr. Thompson left 'his three feet of aftergr 
as a mulch on his mowed land, this would account 
in some measure for the crops' of hay not falling off 
during the successive' years of mowing.

From the good yield of his root crops we learn 
another cause of the general good yield of the 
farm. The preparation for the root crops must, to 
produce such results, have been thorough, and the 
good cultivation and manuring tell their own story 
in the future crops.
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t Conversations with Farmers.
M m. Goble, of Dorchéster, has given 

file of potatoes raised from the seed balls of the 
Excelsior in the year 1872. 
bushels of them. Out of the many kinds raised 
in the seed bed, this was the only variety he pre
served. The others he considered not worth pro
pagating.

They have a great resemblance to the Early 
Rose, but are somewhat darker in color and the 
eyes a little deeper indented. They are, he says, 
earlier by a few days than the Early Rose, and ho 
has found them more productive, while they 
equally good for the table. We expect to be able 
to state their real worth next season, as we have 
given them to reliable parties to plant them 
different soils, and they will be able to state how 
far they will maintain the character they have the 
present year.
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DIFFERENCE OF VALUE OF MANURES.

Mr. W., of Westminster, says he, some years 
since, manured a field of 12 acres, part with good 
manure from the stable, made with proper care; 
the remainder with manure that had been exposed 
to the weather and then scraped together 
lessly. 
wheat.

There is undoubtedly no little danger in the use 
of Paris green by persons inexperienced, and 
many of them, thoughtless of the risks incurred, 
and all would protest against the present loose use 
of this fearful poison, 
ficient grounds for reversing the opinion given in 
the April number of the Farmer’s Advocate. 
We repeat we have now had trial of it for 
years, without any injurious results from its 
The potatoes have not been thereby rendered in
jurious to the health of those using them daily, 
nor has the soil on which they were grown shown 
the slightest premonitory symptoms of having 
been poisoned so as to prevent the growth of all 
vegetation, and experience is no doubtful guide. 
Professor < ’roft, well known as no mean authority 
in science, has examined stalks and tubers, and 
not the slightest trace of arsenic in the tubers 
could be detected in either of three trials, 
wc pointed out in our last issue, in reply to 
quiries from “Old Subscriber,” in Wellington 

The minute traces of arsenic detected

care-
The field he then plowed and sowed in 
It was equal in quality throughout, and 

was cultivated alike. The crop on that part to 
which the well-saved manure had been applied was 
through its whole growth so far superior to the 
remainder of the field that it was frequently the 
subject of remark to passers by during the season. 
The field was sown in oats the next season, and 
there was fully as great a difference in the crop in 
its appearance throughout its growth and in its 
produce from the cradle and threshing machine, as 
there had been in the wheat crop.

You will think me very remiss in not writing you 
before this to give you the amount of hay from the 
field you saw when on my farm in 187.1 1 had the
hay put in a mow—twenty-three tons, eighteen 
hundred and seventy pounds. The field was raked 
with a horse rake after the hay was hauled in, and 
probably I had one ton more of hay, which 1 did 
not put with the rest, it not of course being so pure 
as the other. The field measured eight acres 
rod, fourteen poles and seventeen yards. The yield 
from this would be about three tons to the 
including the rakings. 
disappointed. 1 thought 1 should have had more, 
as you will remember it looked first rate, 
come to the conclusion that many of the big hay 
crops wc read about, if they were weighed and 
account kept, would fall short of the estimate. 
My crop in 1874 was about the same. This makes 
four years cutting without any top-dressing, and 
last fall the aftergrass was three feet deep, 
years ago I laid the field down in oats, and from 
the yield threshed seventy bushels to the acre,and 
sold two tons of straw to the acre. The crop of 
turnips and carrots you saw turned out very well. 
I had on three acres, two rods and one pole,twelve 
hundred bushels of turnips and six hundred bushels 
of carrots, besides the quantity consumed by my 
four horses and two cows. My hay crop turned 
out (taking the farm altogether) very well. I "gold 
fifty-five tons, and fed the animals' ’before 
tinned.
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1 must say I felt a little

< if lien manure he entertains a high opinion, 
having had proof of its value as a fertilizer.

1 have
In

manuring a field he applied 'to a small part of it 
some manure from the fowl yard very light, while 
the remainder of the field ho manured heavily. 
That part to which the fowl manure was applied 
washfter the dressing Much richer than any other 
part Of the1 field —almost too rank, he said, 
ant' effrite of your opinion;” he added, “ that very 
much of the value of mihure depends 
and treatment of it, and also 'that the food of cattle 
gtbatly ftffects the value'of their excretions. Rich 
jfood improves not only the stock fed, but also the 
value of the manure heap. ”
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in the stalks may indicate a danger to cattle eating 
them. This should be guarded against, but their 
eating potato stalks is of very rare occurrence, and 
their having access to them underany circumstances 
should be prevented, irrespective of the 
non-use of any poison, as they are not merely use
less but injurious as food.
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In oats two hundred and eighty.-seven 

bushels, and sold.six Jains of straw, jam} retained 
abundance for my own use fut beddjtig, Ac.
It gives a person a better idep, of the product! 

ness of a farm by Stating W hat is raised rfn it and 
sold, and what Stock'is fed mi it. ' Tlihro is then 
not so much wild guessing at random. The farm 
contains thirty eight and a half acres; about thirty-, 
live ill crops, the remainder in garden, shrubbery,, 
buildings, roads, Ac. I sueceedfcd in importing 
three first class men from England for draining, 
and have finished all up. I laid sixteen thousand 
feet of drain pipe from four to,five feet deep, and 
twenty-live feet apart. This gives me about ten 
miles of draining. 1 find plowing jn the fall about 
eight inches deep, and subsoiling two inches more, 
makes a first rate job, much beitqr than too much 
plowing in the spring. I cross plow, harrow well,, 
then go over the ground with a Nishwitz pulveriz
ing harrow, then grub with one of Howard’s (Eng-

"■ .1
I

Paris green, if to be still used for this ' HHltlSII 'VOLUMlilA.

We have had a visit'fmhi"Mf. Adam limes, now 
a British f'ohimliian. Hd lias been four years an 
owner of property in that" yVstlng but prosperous 
colony. ' He took up léff acrck if land in 1871. It 
is,"he saÿS, good fertilë land, with clay bottom. 
Tile elliilhitc is very mild. ' His plow was only 
stopped by'frgst twice"in' the four years. Root 
crops are much, heavier than in Ontario. Oats 
yield large crops and do nôt"lodge; the produce is 
tiff tb'Sff bush els per aero ; ' of wheat. 45 bushels. 
There is ho wind-storm, 1 So that the oats is not 
broken flown; it is not'Object to lodge, yet it can- 
not'be reaped with the reaping machine, it is so 
very tail - Finds pork raising a most profitable

purpose,
should be bought as pure as possible, and mixed 
with either plaster, Hour or water; if with plaster, 
1 lb. to not less than 30 ; if with Hour, 1 to 111. 
Plaster has the advantages of being lower in price 
than Hour, and beneficial to the crop, 
preferred by some, as adhering to the plant more 
tenaciously than plaster. The method said by 
many who have tried it. to be the. best for applying 
it, is by mixing it in water, 2 tablespoonfuls of 
arsenic to an ordinary pail of water, and sprinkling 
on the plants.
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In the use of Paris green we cannot be too eau- 
i he fatal results of even slight contact 

with it, though not in contending with the Color
ado potato beetle, prove the great danger in using 
it without the greatest care. _x
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b h of farming Prefers British Columbia to I This company is now constructing from 25 to 30 I thirds of it « Çjwd » ^ interfère with tillage and 

branch of farming. I . { 1601 machines per day. At the time we were there— tfae thering of tlie crops, with some loose stone
Ontario. Settlers are entitled to g I 13th-600 had been shipped, and orders were sc6ttered over it, and timbered with hard wood and
acres of good land. There are good prospects in it May 13th bUV intends manufac- a few pines. The remaining one-third is rocky and
t rwtnrman His ioumev from that place to I mfor over 700more, iniscompa y broken cood for pasture and to leave for wood, asfor a poor man. His purney iro F turf 2000 this year; they only manufactured 2.,0 brokentimbcred as the best. The soil
his former home at St. ^ ’ plight last year, but the reports of the great satisfaction ,g % d ? with some sand and gravel inter
and the expense of travelling was $150. g enaureg their saie this season. They in- mixed> aml resting on a gravel y or clay subsoil It
from Canada to San Francisco is $3.50 per 100 lbs.,1 t Y 8l d devoting their dries and becomes tit to work very quickly after
from San Francisco to British Columbia $2.50. He tend making 4000 next year rain. Lime exists in very small quantities, if at
. . , . ... , • v- return carden and farm I whole force and energies on the ap The water is very pure and as soft as rainfall,
is taking with him g‘ , purchased are already making their preparations. The deficiency of lime would indicate that the
seeds and implements. Seeds can be pure e of specialties, and believe that ing of wheat could not be very extensively
there, but he thinks a change of seed is needed. I ^.dements can be got up at cheaper rates followed; excellent crops, however, both of printer
The climate is, he says, very healthy, and he ,s al- better ^plements, can be go p y and spriug wheat, are grbwn, and a Bailee from
. .. , thecountrv when a Person or hrm d Muskoka was awarded the first prize attifeOntario
together pleased with the count y ' I to a specialty. I Provincial Fair in 1873. For oats, grasses and

“ I have read I They have disposed of their hay rake, seed drill 0ther crops useful for stock raising and dairying,
with pleasure and profit your articles on dover, I ftnd broadcast seeder patterns and interest to a new th^sod îs^equano^miy m^the ^ malarioug
timothy and grass, and as regards leached ashes, I company formed in Oshawa, under the nameoi rue ^ unkll0w„. The length and tempera-
have found them the best dressing for apple trees Mason Manufacturing Company, with a capital ot ture of wj„tcr are about the same as a.t Montreal. 
«. prevent berer. .... to prod.ee Irait” | «,00,000. The new conrp.n, »„ ... „«rch„e.l

the hat factory for its wor s. . ... {orest render it much less disagreeable. Frost
Mr. Glen has fortunately secured the good will comes early in October ; last fall on the

in ever, branch o, buein- m.ne, » to I ST 1 Æ2

be made, men of energy, spirit and afi.fity strive Champion an, Canada orchard in the district that has been planted long
hard to obtain it. Capitalists will advance money reaper and mower patents in t ’ enough to bear, and that is doing well. The groat-
wh meve thev see a good prospect of making a and Europe ; Mr. Whitely stands among manufac \ej dfpth of sn’ow in winter is from two to four and 
whenever t y fc 11 timers as Mr. Barnum does among showinen-minus a halfFfeet. Drought is very rare,
good interest for money mv ested. R , humbug. He has also secured the good The prices of produce depend on local demand

Immense sums are annually expended on the m- t Mr T H Lee a most experienced as the distance and the roughness of the loads
liortation and feeding of stock. Some have made will and aid of Mr. L. H. , J render exportation impossible ; but the influx of
1 . i lnx W(‘ hive the names I manufacturer. Thus he feels doubly safe new settlers and lumbermen made a good market
money By it; others have lost. V\ c have the names undertakin„ for all the surplus products of the country. Freight
of the successful ones constantly before us t g congratulate the inhabitants of Oshawa from Toronto to Baysville costs about $1 per cwt
losers drop down and arc heard of no more. It is I ... Wliiteley’s The settlement around Trading Lake will proba-
the enme in cverv other business. A great deal on the acquisition gained in securing Mi. Wh y find an outlet within three or four years by the
the same in every f R aid an(l capital; this will tend to make Oshawa the T(fmnt(| and Nipissing Railway, or by a railway
has beenmade by man been those Sheffield of Canada, and greatly add to the pros- Lonnecting Ottawa with Parry Sound, which was

who gain and those who lose. Great profits in- perity of this already P™PJ™18 l'hwn j*° t0"" ""pvTyh^d oTTfamily containing children under

Agricultural implement manufac mechanics resembling bees at swarming time as over that age. Every person of either sex, not the
perhaps as successful as any. Farmers have paid mecna , ë . j head 0f a family, is entitled to 100 acres. No one
high prices for many of their implements, and do they come from the van ' , ° can purchase government land without having pre-
ro now for some Large manufacturers must be works are also to be established at this place. vlou1sly ]ocated a free grant, and no one can locate

nf business and ability ; they can command ---------------- ------------------------ a free grant except on condition of becoming an
Free Grant Lands. I actual settler within three or four years, and e

must commence his improvements within one year 
after location. The settler should by all means 
avoid haste in the selection of his land. Ihe tran
sitions from smooth to rocky are so frequent and

judge of the value ol
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money as long as they can show to the bankers and 
capitalists that more than common interest can be I To “A Correspondent ” who wishes for some 
made. The reaping and mowing machine business information in the Farmer’s Advocate respecting 
has been very profitable to manufacturers; immense the Free Grant lands in Canada, we would premise 
establishments have been built up in various parts that whatever information he can receive, it will be 
of America for their construction. I well, we may say necessary, for him to spy out the

We presume Mr. W. N. Whitoley, of Springfield, landg himself, to examine the soil, location and pre- 
Ohio, stands foremost at the present time as inven- aent and expected means of access, before he take 
tor, patentee and manufacturer of reaping and up his homestead in what must bo to him an 
mowing machines. He invented the Champion known country.

^ ■
'
Ü unexpected that he can 

a lot by a partial examination.
The amount of money required by the settler de- 

nends on his previous habits and experience. A 
man of a family with from $200 to $400, and pos
sessing a fair share of prudence and energy, could 
not fail to succeed, lie will scarcely suffer greater 
hardships and privations even during the first three 
years than the majority of those in cities and towns 
who arc dependent on their daily labor for su > 
sistence.

We expect to resume the subject in future num
bers, and give brief descriptions of such lands as 
may be open to settlers, with the soil and agricul
tural resources.

never
Î

mi

ll Not having official information on the subject, 
give a brief sketch derived from what we believe 
reliable sources. There are two principal localities 
in Peterborough and Ontario counties to which es
pecially emigration is chiefly directed. The first is 

tfi and east of the village of Minden, and in
cludes the townships of Minden, Stanhope, Anson, 
Hindou and Glamorgan. The route is the Toronto 
and Nipissing Railway to Coboconk, 88 miles, and 
thence by stage 20 or 30 miles.
Nipissing Railway is gradually extending northward 
and will soon reach these townships.

The other locality is north-east of Baysville, and 
includes the townships of Ridout and I ranklin in 
Victoria County, and Sherbourne and McClintock 
in Peterborough County. The route is the North- 

Railway from Toronto to Braecbridgc, 120

weIt is claimed that this machinereaper and mower.
will do its work better than any other in standing 
and lodged grain, that it is of lighter draft, 
durable, less liable to get out of order, and is the 
most perfect harvester and mower in the world.
Thirty-two thousand of these machines are being nor 
made in the States $iis year.

The Champion reapers are also constructed in 
Oshawa by the Joseph Hall Manufacturing 
Company. Mr. F. W. Glen, the present manager 
of this company, took us through this large 
establishment, which we consider the king of Cana
dian agricultural implement manufactories, 
hundred men arc now employed in this establish - 

The great work now in progress is the con
struction of the Champion mowers and reapers.
We wore shown the process from the making of the 
wrought iron frames to the finishing touches of the 
painters. The hands, as wc passed through, were 
not only fitting, but in two places had the works
put into running order to be sure of their being the north of Ridout and Sherbourne.

At the last place the whole machine was | ;t ia not more than five miles from Baysville, and
lies on or near the Colonization Road.

J:
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Tlic Season and the Oops-

The winter wheat was much damaged by late 
about one-third of the plant was killed.,

but the
The Toronto and! frosts ;

Some few pieces have boon plowed under,
The present prospects 

The

;i
majority stand for a crop, 
would cause us to expect a two-third crop, 
spring has been very cold and backward ; seeding 
on clay soils is very late, and this may shorten the 
crop, as it caused much to be sown in poor order, 
The peaches and grapes arc injured ; otherwise 
believe the prospects are fair for a moderate crop 
of fruit.

FourI
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ment.
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Wuern
miles, and thence on foot 10 miles to Baysville. 
The surrounding country is good and nearly all un
settled. An excellent belt of land stretches across

I:
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The first cheese market,,was held in Ingersoll on 

the 12th of May. A good number of cheeses were 
offered, considering the earliness of the holding of 

N o sales were effected, as the pro-

Somc of
right.
fitted and run by stcam’power at double speed to 
have it fairly tested in all its parts.

imported from Ohio, as they could not procure
The

the market.
A writer in the Montreal Witness thus describes ducers d;d not hke to accept |hc reduced prieps 

the soil and produce and the terms on which the odercd py dealers. Many dealers paid too much 
laud is granted. 1 last year, and intend dealing more cautiously. The

The surface of the country in the Free Grant middlemen were the losers, and the farmers the 
district is generally rough and hilly, but fully two- gainers both in butter and cheese.
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Stock Sales.
On the 17th inst., Seth Heacock, of Kettleby 

P. 0., will offer for sale about 20 head of short
horns of Bates and Booth blood, comprising cows, 
heifers, bulls and calves. The above stock are well 
deserving the attention of intending purchasers.

Lincoln Sheep for Japan from Canada. — 
Mr. R. Gibson, of London Township, sold twenty- 
four Lincoln sheep to Mr. R. B. Copren, the Am
erican gentleman who is engaged by the Japanese 
Government to impart agricultural knowledge to 
that country.

’ 'Messrs. Simon Beattie, W. M. Millar and Hon. M. 
H. Cochrane will hold a united sale of short-horns, 
horses, sheep and swine in Toronto, on Wednesday, 
June lfitli. About 50 short horns will be offered.

Hon. D. Christie will offer between 40 and 50 
head of short-horns at public auction, on Wednes
day, the 23rd of June.

The Messrs. Dawes, of Lachine, near Montreal, 
will offer for sale 35 head of Ayrshires, on Thurs
day, June 17th.

The Executor’s Sale of stock of the late John 
Bellwood, of Willow Lodge, Newcastle, will take 
place on Thursday, the 17th of June, 
will be without reserve, 
horns, Cotswold sheep, Berkshire swine and draught 
horses will be sold.

J. R. Martin, of Cayuga, on Thursday, June 3rd, 
will sell about 30 head of short-horns; also, Berk- 
shires, Cotswolds, &c.

W. Douglas, of Seneca, has a sale of 40 short
horn cattle on Wednesday, the 2nd of June.

Agricultural Mutual Insurance Co.
This company, established in this city by Mr. 

Alex. McDonald as Manager, and Mr. C. Willson as 
President, has been a most beneficial institution for 
the farmers. The business has been conducted in 
the most honorable manner, plainly, openly and for 
the benefit of farmers. We feel quite safe in say
ing that this institution has saved the farmers of 
Canada hundreds of thousands of dollars. The 
benefits accruing from it, not only in the payments 
of losses sustained by fire (they have paid such hon
orably and promptly where incendiarism and dis
honesty were not practiced), but great good has 
been done by this society in keeping down extor
tionate rates which would otherwise have been 
charged, as other companies have often tried to in
duce this Board to raise their rates to enable the 
profits to be increased.

The farmers have all the benefits in this 
pany.
large salaries arc paid; every one has to work for 
the pay he receives. Of course a great many are 
employed to attend to the business, as between 
40,000, and 50,000 policies are in force, and these 
are distributed over the whole of Canada. The 
clerks are under the Board, which is composed of 
farmers ; the Board have no profits from it except 
their pay for attending monthly meetings, which 
is only enough to defray their time and expenses.
1 he travelling agents only get their small percent- 
age, which is no more than sufficient to pay them.

Again, this company has in a great measure kept 
out many of the insurance companies whose sole in
terest is to make money for the stockholders.

h rom the economical way in which the Society is 
carried on, small salaries and no profits to be 
divided among shareholders, this company ig able 
to insure at rates called impossible by competing 
rivals.

The business of the Company is scattered 
the whole Dominion.

We say to our subscriberejif you have not joined 
a township insurance company and wish to insure 
your buildings, that we know of no better, safer or 
cheaper company to insure in than this

Prizes.—When subscribers are entitled to a prize 
they should state so in their letters, and what prize 
they choose, otherwise no prizes are forwarded, as 
we cannot possibly be judges of subscribers’ pre
ferences.

Granges. —Several communications regarding 
the Granges and their operations have reluctantly 
been laid over till next issue, when we hope to give 
a review of the Order, which will embrace 
to our correspondents.

The Patrons of Husbandry hold a picnic at Port 
Stanley, on the 2nd of June, 
farmers of Middlesex also intend holding their 
annual picnic at the same place on the same day.

A meeting of the London Division Grange will 
be held on the day following, (June 3rd,) in Mor
rill Temple Rooms, London.

A subscriber asks ua to give a description of th 
best way to attach three horses to a plow.

md Q. About what amount of honey is sold in New 
York city, yearly? A. About 400,000 pounds,

Q. What is the most suitable package to put ex. 
tracted honey in for market ? A. This depends 
upon the market in which it is to be sold. In some 
cases it sells best in bulk or by the pound net 
weight; in other cases in glass jars.

Q. What is the proper thickness for a single 
box ? A. Two to two and a fourth inches.

Q. How near to the ground ought hives to be 
placed during the summer ? 
inches.

Q. Will using the extractor on comb containing 
eggs and larvæ produce any injury; if so, at what 
time most ? A. There is no injury, unless larvie 
are thrown from their cells by too rapid motion.

Q. Is it advisable to undertake to Italianize your 
apiary when you are surrounded by black bees ? 
A. It certainly is, if in a locality that produces 
much white honey.

Q. How long from the time the egg is deposited 
in a worker cell before it cannot be changed to a 
queen cell ? A. Would not use it older than the 
third day after hatching.

Q. If a queen’s wing is clipped about half off by 
a trusty, experienced hand, is there any injury; if 
any, what, and in what way ? A. There is no 
injury.

Q. Making an examination of my stocks in Janu
ary, I found some stocks from which the honey was 
leaking. What is the reason ? A. This condition 
is found only in hives that have been so exposed to 
the cold as to crack the combs with frost, or in 
hives that are so poorly ventilated as to retain the 
moisture and sour the honey.

In swarming, the queen is not always foremost ; 
it is frequently, or rather generally, not till after 
the departure of a considerable number of workers 
that she makes her appearance; and when she does 
come, it is with a timid, irresolute air, as if she 
were borne along, almost against her will, by the 
torrent that streams out of the hive—for she often 
turns on the threshold, as about to re-enter, and in 
fact frequently does so, but cannot long resist the 
opposing crowd.—Feburier.

Bee Stings.—If a person is stung while among 
bees he rarely escapes with one sting. The first 
sting is but the signal for attack. It does not re- 

personal matter between the offending 
party and any particular bee; the whole oommupi- 
ty are ‘‘eager for the fray.” This general attack, 
if any, is variously accounted for. Some assert 
that a person who is not soared while among bees 
is not likely to be stung at all by them ; that fright 
provokes stinging, and that even one sting from 
some offended bee producing fright, other mem
bers of the hive etin#because he is frightened. A 
celebrated bee-keeper, who has closely observed 
the character of the bees, declares that when one 
of the hive has deposited his sting the rest, smel
ling the poison of the sting, go and follow suit, 
prompted by some mysterious concert of action, 
without regard to the offence of party or the 
frightened state.
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‘8 ?This sale o 113 2 1Thirty head of short-
as we

We have much pleasure in thanking thousands of 
our subscribers foR, the prompt manner in which 
they have remitted their annual subscription, for 
their kind words of praise, and their many valuable 
suggestions. There are some—more wo think than 
there should be—who are still in

mder 
it 200 
child 
ot the 
o one 
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means 
: tran- 
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arrears. From 
these we will be delighted to receive a remittance 
as soon as possible. We are advocating the cash 
principle; our Granges are doing the same, and 
depend on our subscribers to carry out the princi
ples advocated.

we

Subscribers who wish to discontinue will oblige 
us exceedingly by remitting arrears and giving us 
the proper notice. main a

,er de-
A
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Questions About Bee-Keeping.
A reader of the Witness requests us to publish 

the recent meeting of the North-eastern Bee- 
Keeper’s Association at Utica, N. Y., as follows :

The Herald of that city says one of the most in
teresting exercises of the convention was the 
“question drawer,” which was expounded by Mr. 
Van Deuzen, with the aid of Capt. Hetherington 
and Mr. L. C. Root. These questions and replies 
are of such particular value to the bee-keeper that 
we print this part of the proceedings verbatim.

Question. Is there any profit in buckwheat flour? 
Answer. Yes.

Q. Can broods be raised successfully in March 
and April ? A. It is best to have no brood started 
until the weather is sufficiently warm and settled to 
enable them to start a full brood. The presence of 
a sufficient amount of pollen must be assured.

Q. What effect has the shape and size of the 
hive on freezing or on the amount of honey stored ? 
A. Very little, provided they have plenty of ac
cessible room and the proper temperature is main
tained in the hive.

Q. The best mode of caring for bees after they 
are sent out in spring and before the honey har
vest ? A. Feed and keep warm.

Q, Will bees store enough more honey in boxes 
with communications from box to box to pay the 
extra trouble, than to have the boxes separate ? A. 
Yes, in small boxes, but not in large.

Q. How many swarms should be kept in one 
yard ? A. This depends upon the quantity of 
honey-producing plants; from fifty to a hundred 
swarms.

Q. What is the best size of the brood depart
ment ? A. Lot it vary according to-the quantity 
tif bees.
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f’The business is directed by fanners ; no

Experimenting to Some Purpose.—G. W. 
Lloyd, the architect, desired some fire-proof brick 
the other day for the floor of a new barn, but when 
lie learned the eost per thousand ho determined to 
experiment a little with some common brick. Ho 
procured a few hundred and had them delivered on 
the vacant lot on Michigan Avenue, between Third 
and Fourth Streets, where they were placed in a 
large vat, such as the pavers use in which to heat 
their tar, and allowed to absorb the hot tar for four 
hours. In that length of time the bricks were as 
black as the tar itself, and soaked full of it, and 
when allowed to cool off' it was found that their 
solidity had been greatly increased. A reporter of 
the Free Press struck one of the bricks eight or ten 
hard blows before he could even break a piece off, 
and to strike one with a hammer is like striking a 
rock. Subjected to the same tests as the regular 
fire proof bricks, the tar soaked brick came out 
finely. To determine their lire proof qualities, a 
number of the bricks were passed into a blazing 
furnace, and, after 
without a flaw or a
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severe test, they came 
; in fact, they were ren

dered stronger and tougher for the baking, and it 
was almost impossible to break one. Mr. Lloyd 
will use the brick thus prepared for the stables, 
and will then, if the Counci grants permission, lay 
enough of them at some prominent crossing to test 
their merits for street paving.
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doubt if any such had stilLexistoth o* the ncces- '™^raedt0 improve the land an ge* thirty able cr”p. It is not exhaustive as ^ absorbs a
sityof mulching in the fall all lately,planted trees. al‘,i'biie.liain,ushtils of wheat tvhere h could only p0rtiOn of its nourishment from the atlnoaP,
Wherever this most importiht work-was neglected, V , wnstopldw wider deep a ■ goed crop of with its broad and very porous leaves, andthe trees have invariably pëfisÜed.1' We have dur-’ ,^f*r amlSih Hurnl SovtUmd. , Wot feed, unless when quite young, on the rich aur-
selves experienced tl/advantages of mulching. and ____ fâce soil, but sends its ong top roots down to a
The mulching we 'KaVtrttsed for' sdttfc yeath ior 1 - • ^ ' ; v*w -York —From ah good depth for its mineral food,fruit trees and all trees not more than a^edr 1 J?A,‘onthe hubTect in the Tribune, we learn that- . ; The seed, after being soaked in water, is planted 
planted, we. can recommend to others x eL^Mod the New’York ahd Oswego Rail- bv hand or machine, using from 15 pounds to 1,
never failed us. Cover the surface round each tree-1 during ^^^^^^Vw^kloaded with butter and ner acre. if planted by hand, the seeds
with anod. fec gras»turned nndOT. ^the fJl we Uoad ranonetram^ w ^ on otber trains; ave placid 14 inches apart, and if by machine 8
invariably pursue! this- method, In the fall iof 1874, *W^bc8ldo ,, and 200,000 pounds df in(,hes apart, in rows 20 inches apart. In the latter
we mulched fruit-and-shade trees of twenty differ_ 300,000 pounds o e About 150,000 2g b0o to 30,000 plants could be raised to the
ent varieties, and now, after the winter, one of butter were the load ™“ve(1 froln chicago ^e A large space around each plant favors the
continuous severity.,for an unusually lopg , period, pounds ofJ>«ttor y f tl Pittsburgh and ^vêlopment of the roots, and is not desirable for
not one tree has been frost-killed, .or.trosfrwi>U<4v and the far west by wa^oi r wJ>o{ ^ levelop^ne . Ag soon as the roots have
The mulching I fork into the grpundjn the spring. \\ estern Railwayears and’ Seh'eri tfVteh att|ined a length of from three to four inches, the 

^Strawberries covered with leaves of .trees have ^ted dSy, carrying about ^ss of tlf,lining out commences. The sod
-«.meout all right. . i bu“° 000 pounds of cheese and 200,000 pounds of £rouud the young plant is frequently^loosened and

.••• ........", ^ ’ qih64)el#i«#te:-iaabtcavMna and Western tbe roots kept carefully covered, until the leaves
Zizahia AQDATICA, known m this countfy as butter Ph^ daily about 16,000 pounds °f h;,vc ac ulTed their proper development in June 

Canada Rice, is coming into use for the making Of County?»;^. Nearly all that There are three distinct periods m the growth of
paper. , It grows in vast quantities on the shoiés buttei. . .. orst mentioned routes was con- tbe beetviz.: the development of the leaves,
of Rakes’ Erie, Ontario, tit'. Clair and othofe 'ion eame > wboiesale and commission dealers, while which closes usually in the first half of June; the 
the great quantity grown on Rice Lake the latte sjyi „ Xew.Jersey, and large quantities from formation 0f the roots, which is accomplished by 
has got its name, it is said, that a suppïy of 100, ^>F^Xew York 'and the tipnve* cotinties,- the middle of September or first part of October,
000 tons annually can be obtained Iron, - much of it into the hands of small traders. all(l the production of the seeds, which takes place
sources. The grain.is largely used for fopdbyttte « ‘ ^ fonnil impossible to ascer- ju the sec0nd year. When the outer leaves turn
Indians, andin flavor is supemn to most othfcr and retiiif<iri. mately, the amount of , butter 'yellow aiul dry, which in different seasons and lo-
ceroals. It grows in shallow streams swamps and ® tÇat Went directly to consumers or to yalitie8 may vary.from the early part of Septem-
ponds, whore it attains a heighth of 7 to 8, a ■ „m„ii vetailers. barge quantities are sold in ber to the first of October, the harvesting of the 
even sometimes of 12 to Hfdet. - Yrw York'tor export, but where it all comes from 6ugar beet root w ramences. T he amount of sugar

- As iiht astiètUiiied. None of the butter exported m\he sugar beet is largest when the root lias just 
THE Mark Ldne M.rpn;^ speaks in this wjse of ’wa, i“. extra,” the consumptive demand of t^e city gained its ripeness, as subsequen ^ 1 .^ ,

Y=.rW w= t'»' r-=...vea-&«».V

of unfavorable weather after they have been sown, . » i ...., |'\;uill>lv. the removal of the leaves they aie ur < 1
fTom their not beinc. adapted to the soil, or from Fanning 1» illCV-A <.OD(l Example. withoutloss of rime.

other circumstances, whilst on the other From the Mark Lane Repress we e°Py , u{ We now come to the question of profits, 
hand we never knew an instance where the first lowing sketch of the fal™ < 3laJb silver medal Great Britain only an isolated case is furnished. A 
named had not a perceptibly good effect. We wish Ystrad, W ales, who was awarde beet r00t sugar manufacturer started a factory at a

A (tool, Yield oe (I.™-TH. lu»v«t »r “mo.'trf th"° which 8o ”* .‘«ntZ the iiît'StSji ’’5
was noted for the large yield of oats, m the north There is some extra expense in- iW ° "■ltailizcd sugar had been the result;
of Britain especially. Its average weight was 41 for al)pearance &;lke in the buildings near per ^^ of bugal, the profit would
to 43 pounds per bushel. One of the best returns ^ haU> bnt the prolit and loss sheet is evidently | ‘ 4g ^er cent. This is a proof of success.
of which we heard was 11 quarters, bhushels, the k t wcll under eye. The farm is a light dry soil, ha 1 t 8 percent, of crystallized
produce of an acre and a half (Scotch m.,) and ;ulfj COIlsiHts of 343 acres, divided into thirteen M or l^O to 2,270 pounds of sugar per acre, 
this though the crop, before being cut, appealed to |icl(li;S 88 atires were in wheat, 33 oats turnips, ’ „’eïs früin « 132 to $133, of which the
contain a large portion of green stalks. mangold wurzel, 2 cabbages, '- vetches, 3( nio - P t t k jn the form of taxes, $45 to

mg, 95"lover, and 40 grass, pastured with cattle Goy’he avorage expense per acre is 
The Toad.—The American Garden, or its edi- and sheep. All the crops weie remar y g $uu to $162, of which the Government draws for

,„„„t has a liiiL-ering fondness for the toad, cxvept the turnips, which had utterly taile « <650 to $75. The leaves are used for foddermidth,l"ihelwayfeheü1lcs about him: The through the dry weather but ha(l bcon^e-sown ^^^3° l-’or the former they are salted down 
toad—almost universally despised and upbraided and were now making a fair start. m in pits as in tlieir fresh state they can he fed in
forhisudhiesR is yet, a useful, good-natured, sistcd of 0 farm horses, 24 dairy co^.,40 h« ers only. The value of this preserved
(lUiet fellow, who recognizes his friends and those and bullocks, and -4 eal\es. 1(^1T1 blitter leaf mass per acre is estimated at $6.35, with hay
who are kind to him. We have some half dozen is churned by steam power and made into butter ^ ^ dollar
of them in our small garden, and among them one an,l from ‘24 to 30 calves are annua } breeding From experience in France -and Germany, it ap- patriarch who, wh'en we’are digging or hoeing, farm. The sheep pears that f,y proper rotation of crops sugar can be
will sit winking and blinking at us with his pretty eWes, supplemented by a.bout -00 " u ' £ raised on the same lands continuously without re
eves and often compel us to lift or drive him aside in the autumn and sold out in the following sp g, their value, and also that the introduction
to get him out of harm’s way. He will stay by us B breeding sows and about J store fn s H « th(fr culture has acted benhhciaUy upon fanning
for hours evidently feeling that he need fear no feeding is largely followed with the horned st . raU The following may be reckoned the
hurt Like the sparrow, the toad has been eon- All clover and vetches usee g i ‘ ‘ brewer's value of the various products of an acre of sugar
siAered a nuisance,P and in some sections ex ter- through: the cha!-euttcr^ and mixed with brewms value , at 7c„ $106 ; molasses,
minated; but the exterminators have been only too grains, bean meal, 01!cabe’ ^ ‘ 'ntito of man- $2.90; press cakes, $13.60 ; preserved leaf mas ,
elad afterwards, to get him back by the expendi- sold. 3his system yields . . » 1 ‘ economi- $6.30; manure (about two tons), $3.50. j-ve >’
ture of large sums of money. So useful are toads Ure, and places it where it can be e field cent of increase in the price of sugar would

K sold in France by the cally and advantageously deaR with. All the cl.ual to $15 additional profit per acre and every
labor, both team work and manual, is done by the cqua - ; in the crystallized sugar

amïOf stimuiarihigAmd sustaining him in his efforts The Best Soil for Potatoes,
to rise both socially and morally, and by adopting when the old-fashioned M.rcer or
it the farmer must get e.jual value mb J h.s was the leading market potato, arm-

ges) and have his work done 11101L .9 ' jor ers learned that this variety di(l best, on sandy o
eiiually well with proper supenision. - .] aravellV soils. From this fact originated the
Hughes says the plan works admirably, but he | g 8 adaptol to: potdtues," and the

nl lines the practical with the theoretical on Is ulitthateuia™ ^ wheln. til(; Reaiobblow
farm more than most men, and carries out hi. 1 . erseded the Mercer. For years the great.bulk
with all flic system and discipline of a so her. niarUet was growë on.?a.uly «0Ü-
11 is farming must have a beneficial,llillle1100 111 * Many city people would not buy potatoes on*t»xy 
neighborhood, in showing both what can be SOil, ^n.ll have known farmers on such laud to
and how to do it.

ORIGINAL A Nil SEpECTEb. _ ,
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in gardens that they ,
dozen, for the purpose of stocking gardens to tree 
them from many injurious insects. The toad lives 
almost entirely on winged insects, • ay l never does
harm to the plant.

are

Clover Turned Under.—Mr. J. Grcgoiy. a 
moved from Tennessee and bought 

The land

wa
few years ago, t
a plantation in Murray county, (xeurgia. 
at the time he purchased it, with a good season, 
would produce ten bushels of wheat per acre. Jn 
October Mr. Gregory sowed broadcast fifteen

bushel to the acau,

wa
acres

of white Boughton wheat, one 
and in February following he sowed the same ground 
in red clover, sowing broadcast in two ways, one 
bushel to eight acres. He harvested ten bushels 
of wheat per acre, and cut a fine crop of hay the 

The next year he mowed two crops 
of good clover hay, averaging two tons per acre.

eoi

same season.

*:•
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Mr. D. A. Compton, in his prize* essay on the Comparatively speaking, one acre of ««Hcnltana 
culture of the potato, recommended cutting the land here w.ll produce as mnch.as two 
seed into pieces of one or two eyes, but in an article Prince Edward Islam or a ‘ :
lately published in the N. Y. Tribune, he says he [è tons of wheat on an average to the acre, over

able, but m dry springs 1 am conhdenw^ greatly ™ Ho haa rai8ed onions weighing 2
r„? L*.LTa-jc

the seed had been taken to the field, 1 cut enough a 2 or potato, Early Rose kind he cut 12 eyes and 
to plant two rows through the centre'of the lot; planted them, and from those - o/s he took Ul 
being pressed for time, the rest were planted whole, lbs some weighing .! lbs and a number « lta. 
one medium sized tuber in each hill. Soon after R. Hoey raised 140 tons of twtatoes; >lameB Dickey 
planting, the ground became very dry, and con- 150 tons. This portion of e a , .
tinned so a long time. The cut seed suffered blessed with plenty and to spare ; but no market 
greatly, growing very slowly, while the uncut seed If the Barrard Inlet trail ha i * .
made commendable progress. At the final cultiva- time it should have been, our .. .
tion there was ten inches difference in the vines in been packing produce to the coast, and without 
favor of uncut seed, and a great difference re- doubt found a remunerative m ’ . l pn„«.
mained throughout the season; so much in fact that with winter supplies purchased at a much less cost 
no one would have supposed" both were of one than they can get them at LUlooet. 
variety. Digging showed a still greater difference 
in favor of the uncut seed, the tubers of which were 
at least twice as numerous and of better size. The 
difference in yield compensated many times over 
the difference in cost of seed. Had the season been 
moist, the result would doubtless have been other
wise. But as drought has become the rule, rather 
than the exception, our only hope, where we cannot 
irrigate, is to cultivate very deeply, fertilize 

if drought were inevit- 
two years more than one 

cultivator has been forced to the conclusion that 
one acre which can be easily irrigated is worth 
several that cannot be.”

In the same paper, Dr. Hcxamer gives a carefully 
prepared table, showing the results of several ex
periments with potatoes, cut and uncut, as follows:

not grow enough for their own use, and buy a sup
ply of potatoes in the fall. On the same farms 
within two or three years, thousands ef excellent 
potatoes, equal or superior to any grown on sand, 
have been produced. We no longer hear anything 
about the superiority of potatoes on sandy soil, and 
were I buying for my own use, I should prefer those 
from rather a heavy loam, not wet, but naturally 
or artificially drained. This change in popular 
taste is not a mere freak of fashion, but is founded 

substantial reason.
It is a curious fact that varieties of potatoes now 
st largely grown are the best quality and usually 

the best yield on heavy soil. This is especially 
true of the Veerless, which on sand is poor and 
watery, while it reaches its best quality 
moderately rich loam. For Early Rose the soil 
cannot well be too rich, but it can for Peerless or 
bate Rose, or Peaehblow. If heavily manured, 
Peachblows arc apt to rot, especially if the 
be wet. If my observation of the poor quality of 
Peerless on sandy ground be correct, what is the 
cause ? May it not be the lack of mineral ele
ments, especially of potash, in which sandy soils 
are apt to be deficient ? M uch of oilr sandy soil is 
considerably “ run” by successive potato crops, 
and this inferior quality of such potatoes may be 
due to the absence of potash in the soil. I should 
like a careful chemical analysis of different quali
ties of potatoes to show what poor “ wa-cry ” 
roots are deficient in. I have heard that potato 
rot has been arrested sometimes by applications of 
lime of potash or of gypsum, which last is lime in 
another form.

If these theories as to the possible cause of po
tato rot be correct, we ought to be able to control 
it by increasing the proportion of mineral man- 

and decreasing those from the barn-yard. 
Fermenting stable manure causes a watery succu
lent growth, especially in warm and wet seasons, 
and if there be a deficiency of any mineral element 
the quality and healthfulness of the crop is affected. 
Those varieties which have small tops are less lia
ble to injury than those of coarser growth, for I do 
not suppose that a good Early Rose has any 
potash or lime than a good Peaehblow or a good 
Peerless. The difference in quality seems to re
sult quite as much from the soil as from the va
riety, and different varieties seem to be adapted to 
different soils. Is this the result of their origin, 
or has that anything to do with it ? Van we adapt 
varieties to soils by originating them there ? These 
queries suggest some interesting and^ possibly pro
fitable experiments.—IF. •/. F., in N. Y. Times.

on

mo

on a

season

Cultivation of a Farm of Poor Sandy 
Soil-

An extract form the London Agricultural Gazette 
of the Report of Royal Agricultural -Society, of the 
Maulden farm—487 acres of light sandy soil.

“On the successful cultivation of the green crop 
the status of the farm depends even more than on 
that of its wheat or barley, whether the interest of 
the landlord, of the tenant or the laborer be 
sidered. The permanent fertility of the land, the 
profit of the field, and the labor in which, according 
;o the wise man, so much profit lies, all hinge more 
on the extent and excellence of the green crop 
than on any other single feature of the farm. On 
the Maulden farm were 70 or 80 acre of kohl rabi, 
a clean and even crop of some twenty imperial tons 
to the acre:—

The great average crops must be put down to 
good management in the case of Maulden, and not 
to the original fertility of the soil, which is natural 
lv a poor sand and hot gravel. No doubt the ques- 
tion of agricultural ment is difficult to solve when 
it lies between the skill which by labor and good 
management make a difficult but naturally well 
stored soil produces its utmost, and the enterprise 
and confidence which makes a poor but easy soil 
produce far beyond its utmost; and those who 
undertake the office of judge ought to have every 
opportunity that can be given them of guiding 
their decision. Here it is not by artificial 
ing so ranch as by large consumption of purchased 
food that artificial fertility is the best conferred. 
No artificial manure is so complete as that which is 
produced by the consumption of farm produce. It 
is when the storehouse of the soil is already pretty 
full that a phosphate or a nitrate will make the 
bestreturn-the added ingredient then bringing 
into active use fertilizing matter, which, without 
it, would have remained effete and useless. When 
the other ingredients of the complete food
are not naturally present, the artificial addition of 
one or two is insufficent, and remains witiiout re- 
sult. In the case of a poor sandy soil like that of 
Maulden Farm, it is therefore better jpbtig to en- 
rich the home made dung by added, rattle 
than by a heavy hill for superphosphates or am- 
moniaysalts or nitrates. Mr. Street has found 
this out, ami while his annual manure b.U does not 
exceed €50, paid for superphosphates for his green 
crons, the. •artificial’ food which he_ consumes, his 
cake bill, and the beans arni cas of 
which he consumes, amount to at least £100 per 
annum. The 2,000 loads of farm an<*
earth which ho annually applies are tiras highly 
enriched, and applied almost wholly to the green 
crop quarter. Hey goto maintain the P™l“ct'“" 

that cattle food, on the after use of whldh the 
fertility of the farm is thus made almost wholly to 
depend. “Of the green crop quarter, after wheat 
there are a few acres in rye and tares tiibcpRwed 
up in May and June for transplanted kohl rabi, 
and there are a few acres in mangel wtmzelsvwy 
year for the latest spring keep before the rye and 
tares are readv The kohl rabi, which is the mam 
and almost only green crop, is, however generafiy 
sown, pretty much as an early Swede mp ™1 
be sown, at intervals all through the month ofMay 
two oT three pounds of seed per acre Umg dnllsd 
in rows 22 inches apart, on and which has re
ceived a heavy dressing of well-made Helds”
rve and tares, white clover, and pasture fields, 
with a certain extent of cabbages to eke them out 
in drought, the clover stubble, a few «"lylm-mpe, 
the kohl rabi and the mangel wurzel, are the sue

thoroughly, and plant as 
able. Within the last cou

vres
•S to to toi- II II isI*Mode of preparing Seed 

for experiments—1SC7. • a ^
i § a *
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i 2more

a1?: I
27 701 2.11111One large whole potato...........

Two large half potatoes, cut
lengthwise..............................

One seed-end of large potato.. 100 
One large half potato, cut

lengthwise............. ............
One large potato, seed-end cut

27 74.* 26*
83 «9

1(H5

26 74101

33 67 33
32 A 078 32*
27 60 31

100off
One stem-end of large potato.. 99
Two small whole potatoes----- 87
Two pieces,with one eye each.. 71
One piece with four eyes........... 70
One piece with three eyes.... 70
One whole medium-sized po

tato
One piece with two eyes........... 61
One-half medium-sized potato 60 
One whole small potato 
One piece with one eye 
One-half small potato..
Field crop.........................

It appears that large whole potatoes gave the 
greatest yield, and very small ones and single eyes 

It does not follow from this, however, 
that the planting of large, whole tubers is the 
most profitable practice. The yield given in the 
table as “field crop ” is from a mixture of whole 
small potatoes, about the size of a walnut, with 
medium-sized tubers cut lengthwise, and large ones 
cut in four pieces, one piece to a hill. The planting 
of one acre with such sets requires about four bar
rels of marketable potatoes, while of tubers, such 

used in the first experiment, twenty bar
rels of the very choicest potatoes, worth nearly 
double the price of those planted for field crop, aie 
needed. Now, if we deduct the number of barrels 
and value of seed used in both cases, we find that 
the balance is in favor of the “ field crop.” 
the moije of planting in common use by farmers, 
and proves the correctness of a practice sanctioned 
by long experience.

Our own experiments confirm the conclusion ar
rived at by Dr. Hcxamer, which is, cut potatoes 
require better care while planting than whole seed; 
that, under every favorable circumstance, a much 
greater increase can be expected from seed cut very 
fine, but that such fine pieces must be protected 
from drying and rotting, or the result will be very 
unsatisfactory.—N. E. Farmer.

manor-24 «8 34
20 71» 28>
20 714 284Preparing Seed Potatoes.

Among the multitude of questions that have 
puzzled the heads of farmers ever since the time 
when man was commanded to earn his bread by 
the sweat of his face, it does seem as if there might 
be a few questions which would some day be 
settled, so that this endless discussion might cease.

, “ bleep or shallow ploughing,” “ spreading manure 
the surface, or turning it under,” “churning 

milk or cream,” “feeding meal raw and cooked, 
and wet or dry,” “cutting hay early or late, and 
curing it fast or slow,” and many others, it would 
seem, ought to be settled so they would stay 
settled; but there are other questions -which 
affected so much by the circumstances connected 
with them that it hardly seems probable that fixed 
rules oali ever be invariably brought to bear upon 
them. One of these is the question of planting 
potatoes whole or cut. Our own practice has been 
to select from the main crop enough seed potatoes 
for the next year’s planting, of the very largest 
and smoothest that could be found. These are cut

and are

20 . 70 30
17 73 27
17 71ft 284
20 (12 38
12 73 27
14 63 42
31 «74 324

«7

45
33
95

the least.

food

as were

into pieces containing one or two eyes 
planted: in drills, one piece in a place, some twelve 
to fifteen inches apart. The only variety we grow 
is the Early Hose, except a few new' kinds every 
year for trial. We have planted small seed 
of late varieties, both whole and cut, with good 
success, but with early kinds wo much prefer to 
have a large piece of potato with one eye, than a 
small piece with many eyes. The large pieces fur
nish abundant food for the sprout when it first 
starts, and it comes up strong and vigorous, while 
the small seed, whether whole or cut, furnishes so 
little strength to the sprouts that they get well 
towards maturity before they become large enough
to feed from the soil and the fertilizers contained in , , ,, . , ,
it If the variety were of late kinds, this circum- The Lillooet correspondent of the Mainland 
stance would have less influence on the crop, as the Guardian writes:-British Columbia s capabilities 
late potatoes grow a long time before they begin to as an agricultural country would surprise most men 
form new potatoes, and the plants have plenty of in the Eastern Provinces if they could but see the 
time to vain strength of vine before the tubers | immense crops of fruit, roots and cereals raised 
form while, in the case of the early sorts, it is here, on land cropped for a number of years with- 

‘ “ now or never.” ' 1 out manure, and worked]™ the roughest manner.
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and, this accomplished, tabulating and drawing up 
of the report concludes our labors. In all our ex
periments, we steadily keep in view the two princi
ples of repetition and control. Repetition is se
cured first by insisting upon duplicate plots being 
always provided in each series—a most necessary 
precaution—and, secondly, by trying the same 
series on a number of farms, and through a succes
sion of seasons, an immense mass of confirmatory 
evidence is educed. In the same manner, control 
is insured, as the experiments upon various farms 
bring our results which vary considerably, and 
save us from rushing to hasty conclusions.”

ssbsisb mmzsim
clover or with Dutch, and one-third of barley stub- and capable of citizens. . . .
ble is plowed up for winter beans or peas. The Is not here a sphere in which our agricultura 
whole of this is followed by wheat—Banham’s societies may very properly and beneficially act 
Browick Red is the only kind sown—a portion of Our English friends—or cousins, perhaps we should 
the ouarter, whatever needs it most, receiving a call them—are at work in this direction, and they 
half-dressing of farm manure. After the wheat also do anotherthing that we may very wisely adopt, 
again come rye and tares, lares are preferred, that is, to occasionally call the members of these 
except when very dear, as catch crops, to be fob- societies together for the reading of essays, and for 
lowed by kohl rabi, which, from being the rarity discussions. But in the line of experimenting, the 
we once knew, for experimental use upon little work looks the more hopeful. At the late meet- 
more than garden scale, here usurps the office of ing of the Society of Arts, in London, l rof. Y\ right- 
providing the whole winter feed of the flock and son read an excellent paper on the subject of Agri
herd—justifying the confidence thus placed in it cultural Experiments, and gave the following as 
especially in a dry season such as the past, when the system that had been adopted at Cirencester by 
Swedes and turnips have generally failed.” the Chamber of Agriculture:
° r “We commenced in 1868 by forming an experi

mental sub-committee of the Cirencester Chamber common. 
of Agriculture, and.our first results were communi- jjelpg.
ral Society,^iTth^volumt1 ffir^lSYO .^1 Avas not, If the agricultural societies cannot do this then, 

however until the years 1873-4 that the scheme cannot the Granges find it more profitable to turn 
became in any sense mature, and there is still aside from many of the Utopian commercial 
abundant room for both improvement and ex ten- 1 schemes, and do a great and lasting work for the 
sion. The plan which we adopt is as fellows: ! cause of agriculture. — Prairie l’armer.

Now what we want, here, is a generally adopted 
system, on a similar basis. We suggest it as the 
work of our local agricultural boards and societies, 
in connection with the state boards. Our agricul
tural colleges are doing something in this direction, 
and may easily do much more, but they aro far 
apart, and their experiments will have little in 

they will at best amount to but lacalAssociated Experiments.
It is about time that our agricultural societies 

lifted themselves out of the grooves in which they 
have been running for thirty years, and struck out 
into new', and at this stage of agricultural progress, 

varied and profitable fields. To simply hold 
far, fine and fancy cattle, horses,

more
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The committee meet and decide upon the course 
of experiments to be tried. A circular is then sent 
to each member of the chamber, embodying the 
recommendations of the committee, and asking 
for the co-operation of the members in carrying 
them out.

Windsor Castle
This engraving represents a summer evening 

scene at Windsor Castle—the home of Her Most 
Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria. The view is 
taken from the Eton side of the Thames,at a point 
selected by

“It is of the utmost importance that uniformity to the Old World) as presenting the most attrac- 
of treatment should be secured throughout, and, tive combination of the royal edifice, water and 
with that end in view, we undertake the whole stately trees. And w'ell has he succeeded in giv- 
work of laying out the experimental plots, sowing ing us a magnificent picture—and one sordini 
the seed, and manuring the land. We also, in the historical and poetical interest. Windsor Castle 
autumn, weigh the crops on every plot, and all re- is associated with many interesting events in the 
suits are forwarded to me, in order that they may history of England, and is a place which the ma- 
bé tabulated and compared. For these purposes, jority of tourists who visit England desire to see. 
an intelligent niau, capable of measuring out plots, Few sovereigns will ever occupy this regal resi- 
and undertaking the work of manuring and weigh- dence who will command the lieart-felt attachment 
ing, is required, and this is one of the most serious of the people to the extent that the present oue has 
expenses to be incurred. In our case, this man is done. The high destiny that she has been called 
in constant ordinary employment upon the college to, she fills with credit to herself and honor to the 
farm, and we only pay him for the time during nation—a nation that now includes within its pur- 
which we employ him. lieu a greater number of souls than that governed

“When all the farms have been visited and by any potentate or ruler in the world. That she 
sown, our work is finished, until November and may long be spared to preside over the British 
December, when a post-card, with a notice, is once Dominions, is the sincere prayer of millions of sub- 
more sent round, of the day fixed for weighing, jects of that kingdom upon which the sun never sets.

hogs and sheep, of acres of implements without 
trial in the field, of mammoth vegetables, of dairy 
products, and the whole catalogue that goes to 
make up the American “Fair,” should not be the 
entire aim and object of our agricultural boards, 
state district, county or township. These fairs 
are well enough in their way; have done an immense 
amount of good, and we would be the last to say 
aught derogatory to them.

It is time that American farming should crystal
lize into something like an exact science. It is 
about as far removed from that now as it was fifty 
years ago. Every man is experimenting on his 
own hook, very properly, of course, but there is 
no concentration of effort to demonstrate which of 
the many different practices with the same crops, 
in the same neighborhood, is'the better; that is, 
the most profitable. It seems certain that in agri
culture, except in a very general way, nothing but 
local experiments can be really valuable. Beyond 
the differences above mentioned, are drouths, rains, 
winds, storms and frosts that the farmer must con
tend against and which may destroy the entire 
value ot his experiments. Of course these latter pre
vail against associated experiments as well, but 
it is a fact, that to local associated effort we must

artist ” (during his recent visitour
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Manufacturers designing 
uired to use the

tedders and hay-rakes, 
to compete in the field will be req 
same machines as they offer on exhibition.

We hope Canada will be well represented. The 
natural wealth of our country in the products of

The Centennial Exhibition
We are able to present to our readers the engrav

ing of the Agricultural Hall designed for the Cen
tennial Exhibition to be held during the summer
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and autumn months of 187G, in Philadelphia. Tlie power, and all necessary appliances for driving her woods, mines, min r;ils, fisheries and soil, may
Centenni «1 Commission is busily engaged in pro- machinery, such as threshers, fanning mills, sugar | hold no inferior pla e in the In'ernational Ex hi hi
viding for the reception and display of Agricultural presse, &c. tion. In the honorable trial she will prove a fur-
Machinery and Implements. j It is contemplated to test in the field plows midable competitor with lier republican ifeiuhbor,

'I }IC natural resources, wealth, skill, and indus- j for animal and steam power, reapers, mowers, | and in many branches of manufacturing industry
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try of the country will, it is expected, be fully 
represented. The Agiicultural Hall, of itself, 
covers not less than ten acres, and of this imposing 
structure a section will be set apart for the exhibi
tion of farm appliances. Within it will he steam
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other cross again the chances arc still further 
against the breeder; and it is no uncommon thing 
to see some of the stock bred in this way with 
what might be termed the sire’s head, the dam’s 
legs, the sire’s straight cloddy shoulder, and the 
light middle-piece of the dam, with a general 
coarseness all over, and neither stylo nor endur
ance. The fact is, this cross is by far too sudden;
.. c., the animals making it are a great deal too 
much unlike each other to amalgamate properly in 
their prog my. A..d it is to the fact of our breed
ers being reduced to either of these alternatives, 
or to that of breeding from marts the produce of 
this cross and a blood horse—when the produce al
most always runs small and weedy, with anything 
but showy shapes or good carriage—that the great 
scarcity of well-bred serviceable carriage and buggy 
horses is attributable.

To remedy this state of matters the pure-bred 
coaching horse or Cleveland bay ought to he intro
duced from England. In purchasing in England, 
however, great care should be taken that the 
horses selected are of the pure dtiaching blood, and 
sprung from progenitors which have for many gen
erations been bred from that blood without any 
admixture whatever. If this is not done, a more 
stylish, and perhaps somewhat handsomer horse in 
some respects may be palmed off for the Cleve
land. 1 allude to a horse got from a ligh^clean- 
legged mare by a thorough-bred sire. Horses bred 
in this way are comparatively useless for stud pur
poses, for they are themselves but cross-bred, and 
there is no certainty that their progeny will lie 
like themselves—the certainty is rather that they 
will be unlike. Their use, therefore, only leads to 
disappointment and loss; audit is, to overlooking 
this fact that so many of our breeders of horse 
stock have been unsuccessful. If the Cleveland 
were put to good-sized mares as nearly as possible 
of the same type as himself, the progeny as a rule 
would be a fair coaching size, with good action and 
good looks. If again he were put to mares of the 
upstanding saddle or well bred light harness type, 
the progeny would in most cases be a well bred 
light harness horse tit either for the side of a car
riage or for a dogcart or buggy. And if put to the 
smaller well-bred, or even the comparatively light 
or weedy mares (of which wo unfortunately have 
tens of thousands) the progeny would be either a 
fair buggy horse or a good-sizccl hack. There 
would, even with these sires, be still of course a 
good many comparatively low-priced and worthless 
animals bred from su'ch mares as are now in the 
colony, but the proportion of low-priced ones 
would every year be less and less.

Another horse whose introduction would be of 
immense advantage to the colony is the Norfolk 
cob. He stands from 15 hands 3 inches high, and 
is what may be termed a thoroughbred cob. 
head and neck arc all that could be desired, while 
his expression indicates courage and durability; 
his withers are high and well set back; he is thick 
at the heart, broad on the loins, and well ribbed 
home; his quarters are full and round, and his arms 
and thighs full of muscle; his knees and hocks are 
strong, and his cannon bone is remarkably’ short 
and stout, while his pasterns are strong and elas
tic; his style and action as a trotter is superior to 
that of any other breed, and his speed would be 
considered under the average if he could not trot 
14 miles within the hour. Not only would these 
diioct benefits accrue to our studs by the importa
tion of the Cleveland, the Brunswick carriage 
horse, or the Norfolk trotter, but very great in
direct advantages would also follow their intro
duction. Thus the next generation of our well- 
bred brood mares would be considerably stouter, 

roomy and larger every way’ than they now 
arc—more like what they were twenty years ago; 
and if a good thoroughbred could he put to them, 
instead of the progeny being as it now is, with 
such a sire, light and weedy, it would in nine eases 
ont of ten be a good, serviceable, well-bred, up
standing hack, or light-harness horse, with plenty 
of style and spirit.

majority of famous race horses upon the British 
Turf have been private-bred animals, and not 
yearlings sold at public sales. The late Lord 
Derby had an invincible repugnance to training a 
horse which he had not himself bred, and although 
the most successful animal that he ever owned, 
Canezou, was raised by Mr. Allen, few breeders 

sent more good race horses into training than 
the noble statesman who once said that he would i. 
rather win the Derby than be Prime Minister. 
London Telegraph.

It is to be hoped ourshe will prove no laggard.
Government will do as other Governments are 
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The late Sir Tatton Sykes, no less than the pre
sent Duke of Beaufort and Sir Joseph Hawley 
have always held that wherever the elm tree grows

T££XLyz SvSof t,T

inasmuch as animals which are fed upon grass and most valuable stock is worthy the caiefnl consul 
drink water impregnated with lime have larger eration of our farmers who make the breeding of 
and stronger hones than those raised upon clay or horses a part of their business. The homed stock 
sand - it is not difficult to understand the partiality should not engross our whole attention. W c all 
expressed hv three experienced breeders for mea- know there is not on the farm a more valuable 
dows in which the umbrageous tree abounds. animal than the horse, or one to wnicli we should

But there was once an eminent sporting writer bestow more attention, as there is none will better 
in Yorkshire whose nom de plume was “Martin- repay every trouble and expense incurred in his 
cale ” and who went so far as to maintain that the behalf. . ,
wild flowers in the hedges ought to be closely This stock is reported as entirely free from any 
scanned before the fortunes of a stud farm were infectious or contagious disease. 1 here appears 
to be localized upon some given spot. That such by the returns to be a considerable increase in the 
things as site, the lie of the land, the exposure to number of horses. Relatively to each other, the 
the morning, mid-day or afternoon sun, the chemi- numbers of the different breeds may be stated at 
cal analysis of the water, the density of the herb- (say) one-sixth draught, one sixth light harness, 
a<*e and many other points count lor not a little in and four sixths saddle. 1 lie inspectors report 
assigning to the breeder of thoroughbreds either (with only four exceptions) that the horse stock in 
success or failure, will at once he apparent to those their districts is improving. 1 his is being brought 
who remark that upon some farms, carrying hut about—1st, by keeping the horses m paddocks; 
few head of stock, more good race horses are born 2nd, by the destruction and sale of weedy 
than upon others which have ten times the number 3rd, by the introduction of well-bred entries; and 
of brood mares. But, in addition to a close in- 4th, by the destruction of wild horses; and I will 
vestigation of the natural peculiarities ill,at his deal with this branch of my report under these 
stud farm presents, a breeder has much to learn heads : 1. Depasturing in paddocks,
about judicious handling of his foals when they step in the right direction. 1 ntii they are so trie y 

weaned from their dams, and of his yearlings will never be so quiet or manageable as they ought 
before they are brought to the hammer or sent in- to he, nor can they be kept from coining into con 
to training. tact with wild horses and stray ill-bred entries,

We have lately had occasion in these columns which always infest open runs, 
to express our conviction that the French system and sale or destruction of weedy mares. 1 lus also 
of horse-racing is better adapted than the English is absolutely necessary. Thousands of mares are 
for developing stamina in the noble animal. Not ktill allowed to breed, whose progeny, with the 
without some degree ot humiliation do we now sires now available, can do little more than pay 
find ourselves compelled to confess that our neigh- the expense of driving them to market. 1 he ro
llers across the Channel understand the treatment turn to the breeder is very little more than halt 
of thoroughbred yearlings better than ourselves, what cattle give; for it is generally allowed that 
and that Yorkshire, “the cradle of the British one horse eats and destroys as much as two head 
thoroughbred,” might go to school in Normandy, of horned cattle, or at least that two horses require 
with a view to learning how it is that the French as much pasture as three cattle, while at present 
raise finer colts and fillies year after year; and rates cattle are lit for market a year earlier than 
why during the last decade, the best three-year horses. 3. The introducing of well-lired sires, 
old on either side of the Channel has for four, if Of late years there have been frequent importa 
not for live years been a Gallic champion. tiens of both English thorough-brods and Arabs,

Furthermore, it is extremely rare for the equine and a good many of the former introduced last year 
ymmo'sters of our neighbors to become mulish or are of very fashionable blood. but besides these, 
vicious; and it has been commonly remarked at wc possess in the Sir Hercules (a colonial-bred 
Newmarket during the last half dozen years that sire), New Warrior and other families, some of the 
Count Lagrange’s horses are always thoroughly stoutest and best strains in the world. So tar as 
broken and conspicuous for what jockeys call the draught stock are concerned, the horses which 
“ good manners at the post. ” Nor can it be denied have lately been introduced have generally been of 
that, in addition to their superior staying powers the right description being principally <4 the
_which our own horses are losing by reason of ^Clydesdale breed, the best draught horses for gen-
short spins and live-furlong handicaps —the French oral purposes; anil a decided change for the better 
colts and fillies are usually well grown and lino is noticeable during the last few years; lmt any 
specimens of the race. His observations of the improvement must he comparatively slow, for the 
sound and practical common-sense exhibited by marcs to which these entires can he put arc mostly 
French owners of thoroughbred stock has induced light in the. frame, leggy, and wanting hone below 
the most successful breeder in England — Lord Fal- the knee. '
mouth - to take a leaf out of their book. There is a very great scarcity of good sires of the

The system which Count Lagrange has so sue- light harness and saddle horses of this breed. At 
cessfully followed in Normandy, of turning his any rate, with the exception of a very good horse 
foals, on the eve of their becoming yearlings, into reintroduced by Mr. Woodliouse, of Mount < blend, 
a large forest, and allowing them to run wild, has Oanipbelltown, from Tasmania, and another ot (lie 
been imitated liy the noble owner of And red and same stamp imported by Mr. house, ot miita- 
Garteiley Bull, at his place in Cornwall. 11 is wang, no entire of this stamp has been imported 
young thoroughbreds have a park of some sixty for several years, and pure-bred coaching mares 
acres placed at their disposal, in which they lind are even scarcer than the entires. In supply the 
more than suttieient “ roots and verge ” to wander demand for coaching and light harness horses, 
without tainting the ground considered by the therefore, a cross-bred animal is being produced, 
late Sir Tatton to bo the greatest danger to which The thorough or well-lired blood horse is put to 
owners who breed for sale,, and who keep the same draught mares, and the draught horses to light 
stud farm year after year, are exposed. It is eon- well-bred mares. The progeny is the ordinary 
testable that, to quote Admiral Rous’s warning light harness horses of the present day, which, 
words, the yearlings raised at many speculative taken as a class, are very far from being the right 
stud-farms in the neighborhood of this metropolis sort even for work, and so tar as good looks go 

“ too thick on the ground." They have a they have little to recommend them. Iff the two 
poor chance when they come, as race horses to, the cross with the blood horse and the heax y mare 
oppose antagonists reared in the spacious Cornish is the better; and where the sire is thorough-dned, 
woods and pastures at Trogotlman, or which wore or nearly so, and as fair strength and substance, 
born among the roomy meadows of Lord Fal- a good many useful animals with passable action 
mouth’s other stud-farm at croworth, in Kent, and fair shapes are bred. \ ery few of them, how- 
There is nothing more eerta than that the vast ever, are lit for the side of a carriage. In the

The Jllorsc Stock in New South Wales.
We transfer to our columns, slightly abridged, 
article from the Official Report of the Chief 1 u-
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The Trotting Horse.
The trotting horse has become a great favorite 

with the public oil account of his speed and won
derful powers of endurance. They find a ready 
sale at paying prices. They will continue to be 
raised as long as they pay a profit on the cost of 
production. It costs lmt little more to raise a colt 
than it does a calf. The former will pay a larger 
return on the capital invested, or cost of produc
tion. The improvement of the breed of trotters is 
the subject that most concerns the public and in
terests the breeder. I low shall we breed them so 
as to secure the trotting action, and develop its
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two span of working horses to manage the farm
practical performance so as to preserve it as a pre- Ztf nir ÊSÎJOltTlCTICC. with, and then as soon as it is time for coles to be
vious inheritance to be entailed to othergenerations.' ^ UUlhjJUUUe weaned, he will purchase six of the best^ colts for

There are two causes that co operate together to-------------------- -------—------------------------ --- making heavy farm horses that he can hnd; tne
establish the trotting instinct, and preserve it to of the Faumkr's Advocatk.. next year he will buy six morc and the tmrd a.so
future generations of the equine family, lhe first . _ .. T when he will have eighteen; the fourth >ear he
cause is8breeding into trotting ancestors. , The Oil Catering Irillt Trees. will have the first three span thoroughly broke in
second step is by bringing out the trotting gift by S[R _The subject of watering large fruit trees to all sorts of farm work. These are sold and the
skilful training. Breed to fast trotters, and de- h;‘a fluently been discussed, and different 1Wmber tilled up by six more colts,
velop their speed by artificial cultivation. The ‘)iniona expressed tliereun. Probably the Dutch He says for the last ten years
trotting instinct is the will to put the physical ^ o{ applying liquid manure wpuld be found bought and broke in horses in this way
powers in force. Fast trotting originated with the 1 beAeficial. They use a stout stake about five feet himself an(i others. He says there is no difficulty 
fast runner, coming down through great families of lon„ and three inches in diameter, pointed with ;n selling them. It is very seldom he has to take 
trotters, till the trotting propensity ovcruled the -m = and a piece 0f wood nailed on one side to to a fa;r; he advertises and people soon hnd
running instinct and became the established gait. the foot on. With this, holes about 12 or Id Qut that such are to be sold yearly. He wishes to
Some running families have good trotting action, |nches deep alui about two feet apart, are made all know if any 8UCh method of farming in Canada is 
especially those that have inherited in great pro nd the tree, just within the circumference of carried OI1 jn a large scale. 1 told him 1 did not 
fusion the blood of the Barb and Turk. It is from outermost branches, and liquid manure poured know whether anything of the kind was practised
the descendants of the oriental horse of the desert, them about once a week. In wet seasons the here or not, biV if I was informed that lie would
which was gifted with fine trotting action, that our -j manure alone is used, but in dry weather it be likely to be successful, I would let linn know
most famous trotters are greatly indebted for their isdduted with one half water. Care must be about it.
wonderful speed. . ,, . ... .. taken not to commence using the liquid manure There is one thing I am aware of.

The breeder must propagate the trotting action ^ fru;t has acquired some size, otherwise benefit to farmers if there was a farm of this kind
to his young scions from a line of trotting ances- the leave3 will rob the fruit and cause it to fall off. here and there through the country. A farmer
tors. The hereditary gift of speed will lay the The ugg the iiquid manure must be discontinued M haV(j a chance to get a horse or a team witli-
foundation for its future developments. I hey will ^ M the fruit begins to show signs of ma- mlt a0 much running around as he generally has.
trot fast because their parents were gifted with SQ aa 110t to injure the flavor. For young or any of your readers would pass your
great speed, provided they are not injured m the ! a]0ne would be sufficient, as liquid X stocking a farm m this way, you would
grand preparation. Ignorant ill-tempered, or un- ^mire would cause too rapid a growth of wood, Xch oblige A Subscribbr.
skilful trainers may spoil the most promising probably not ripen properly, and be •«uch oblige
young trotter. The reckless driver will overtask "luchw^ ^ ^

race'or^get them tobolting the track or some other I would recommend as a
foolish habit that will depreciate their value. Any cabbage or caulffiowei pl. t t d on the
vicious habit once contracted will cost a good flower pot should be suuh g wat
trainer time and patience to work over and correct, north side of each P^ t’ aI , ,e jn the bottom 

Cood temper and a sound constitution are power- which will escape throughi tne so 
ful stimulants to fast trotting Where the trot- no faster than the eath can take it 
ting instinct is bred in and the subject has the re- small flower pots *re J five h,’ll(;a round the 
solution to put forth his utmost exertions they may be used to make four manure into
will continue to improve by cultivation so long as plant, and pour the wa 1^ bwlefit

•tfl&SAtSSL't: 3th,-,tr ...ut wiii "". >-. ;inTi nytii,

iX u », u-xgte -xz r-ygsrt -ri'{ f »• {sœtsssstt ra/spi
use soap suds with fowl droppings stirred up m

I

he has sold and 
both for.

It would bo

Oneida Township, Haldimand Co., Out.
Canadian farmers whoso[We do not know any 

specialty is the feeding of young horses, as your 
friend proposes, but we do not know but that ho 
might be successful in the business, 
and none but good horses, bring good prices, anil 

man for labor, expense and care.

Good horses,

would pay a
Some have been very well paid for raising horses, 

Your advice to your friendbut on a small scale, 
was, we think, the very best—that he should for 
some time be guided by the exjierionce of persons 
who know the country, its soil and climate, and 
farm as they do. If any of our readers in any 
part of the Dominion would offer any suggestions 

would feel obliged by their

natural powers into practical 
trotter will not stand harsh treatment, 
revolt at the cruel treatment of heartless drivers.
Brutal trainers have proved lamentable failures.
Thev appear to be rank poison to the trotter, them.
They never have, with brutal force, developed the por flowers a better way to prepare the liquid
full motive powers of young trotters, and probably mauure would be to stir up the fowl droppings
never will. It is not in the nature of things to with water in some convenient vessel, anil when
elevate the brute creation by appealing to the low- the droppings have settled down, pour o îe c ear have very recently become a
est passions of the human mind. Man was en- water, which will be found equal to guano water yAUMKK's aLouatk in the hope that I may
(lowed with reason to domesticate the dumb brute, yor window plants in towns, w c c I . it w)lat to my mind appears to bo a great
improve and make him an agent of industry, to kept, a tablespoonful of ammonia ma pintof Wui it ^ ^ a ^ to Canadian farming. It 
contribute to the support of mankind. water may be used to water , u()Wer I seems strange to a fresh arrival that m a country

Kindness is the leading instrument to educate week 1)llt it should not be used till the H but a small minority of the population are
and improve the horse. Force begets resistance buibi arc formed, or the leaves v^tL8 "suit “ natives here ami to the manner born,” no really 
It compels the oppressed to tight back to protect luxuriantly that no Mowers would be the esffik ^ ^ cxlata.
himself from oppression, and lie contracts the To olear the vermin from house plants, e fe b where it is no uncommon thing for
habit of rebellion. It destroys that mutual con- found no better way; than to catch a few f 1 w „n the farm on which their fathers and
lidcnce between the horse and Ins driver that mus 8raa]j brown snow birds which aie men jlved d died, a work oil husbandry
exist to have the former respond to the call m every ■ aud may be easily snared by lac ng a t ic gram fathers lived a. .. British
emergency. Patience and perseverance will ac- c the sn„w wit . some ho se ' a F ino '’ bv VVileo do-vn to “ Pigs and How to
comnlish wonders. It has brought many young . it Let the birds loose in the room, when harming, by Wilson, K
trotters of moderate promise to the highest round liaturally fly to the windows and perch Peed 1 hem, price bd.
in the temule of fame. The skilful trainer uses f,ie Il]ant„ an i soon pick oil every insect fiom The other colonies of the British Lmpi reason loc his guide and steers clear of those |] e^ ,}nd when their mission is accomplished negleet this important matter. A" a‘“nto for
breakers that have wrecked so many young horses. I them their liberty again. I have seen a lady gr“nt can, by applying to the reBl'«<'t>ve
lie adopts intelligent instruction to educate the ^ her pet canary for the same purpose, first yuuellBiand, Natal, &c. obtain a' a ®
trotter1 He has added incalculable value to the exîlelling everything in the shape of a cat from the 1 rea,iy U8eful book on the practic (,
breed l>y developing the full powers of some of ro‘m and then opening the cage door anil letting uauh coi„ny. 
their choicest scions. Few persons ever heard of the canary hop about the plants for an hour or two without going deeper into our deficiencies could 
Hambletonian till his sons Shark and Dexter ap- day, when the insects will soon be exter- Editor, do anything to supply this bfeat

The inherited trotting pow- ^j,;ated ^ It is pleasing to watch Master Dicky y°lba A aeries of short articles on the various
peeping under the geranium or rose leaves, and flir gettlement, with a description of
seemingly enjoying the treat which the £tilr pl^8lcal appearances, &c. ; the best plan kr

a farm homestead, how to treat swamps so that 
they “may b'osso u as a rose, a short way with 
Stumps, the best position for an orchard, and a 
hundred other kindred subjects would greatly

use.

the subject, we 
writing to us. Ln.]
on

A tiuidc to Canadian Farming
subscriber

neared upon t'-ie turf. .
ers of the colt can be developed to their utmost ex
tent by kindness united with firmness.

afford him. f HAS. J VIA AN.
Potato Fi.otr. — Few persons in the United

States, says the Agricultural Report, are aware of wjtj. Horses.
thlu.Tbe kïïîlta wl,.«U i. «imply "g_ living «nmiwbonn on 11,« I MM 1“' t|„ Au.

a:taxas.-sttrati I jst• •
ter. It is used for sizing and other manufacturm ■ gtoek ]ine j)ut horses, excepting a pig or two
purposes, and with the aul of precipitation an ' , ome fowls. 1 told him that I was not in Minilen, March 2flth,
acid is converted into starch. LiFurope meets nils ^ for general farming although _ llol)8on will see in the reply to enquiry of a
a large and increasing demand, m it= primitive had done well by it, but many had also been Apvocatk's present number, a.
state, as potato flour; and in Uncash,re alone 20 - P y t,lM him that if be calculated to subscriber, in the AUM, , ,
000 tons I-e annually sol, 1, and as many more would "bY'anada to fann, that he had better do as brief account of the H roe Giant Rands the, y
be taken if put into the market. When calcined, ot)ier people doing for the first two or information on the “ various lands open for sett
it is largely used for silk-dressing and other n - ‘ voars. He says he is doing very well where tUit is at present accessible to us. Short
poses. At this time the quotation for potato far s only lie has to pay an extra high rent, and it Hiiv'L'ested by Mr. U., have

Liverpool is a little over four cents a pound, ^‘^“tient for’him to rent as much as he articles on subjects as suggestoa by 
while wheat flour is about two and one-sixtli cents j ( 1H idea is to get about three hundred occasionally appeared in our joun ,
a pound; so that potato is worth nearly double clearcd land ,f he con.es to Canada 1 l„s the supplying all who are interested in agriculture
that of wheat at the present rate. < imsignment lle proposes to do if lie comes out next U8eful information on subjects
to Liverpool are solicited by the brokers there, gets a suitable situation : He will buy with every use,
who promise to take all that can be furnished. spi mg, an fe

1

Tims. 0. Hobson.
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A Subject for Orchard Owners.The Colorado Potato Bug.
Sir,—As preventative is better than cure, 1 will 

give you my plan for treating the potato bug, 
which has proved effectual for the past two years. 
In the first place, have the ground you intend 
planting at as great a distance as possible from 
where potatoes have been grown the year previous. 
Select some variety that matures rapidly, such as 
the Early Rose, and plant them as late in June as 
you dare venture, so they will be nearly ripe be
fore the first fAst (which varies according to lo
cality) ; but they should not be planted earlier l 
than the 12th of June. Before the potatoes have 
shown themselves above the ground, the bugs have 
deposited their first batch of eggs, and the second 
generation not being as enterprising as the first, 
remain in one place, and the late planted potatoes 
escape. The late ones will also receive the advan
tage of the rains in the latter part of the summer, 
and consequently grow larger than those that ripen 
earlier.

Could you or some of your subscribers give any 
practical remedy for the apple-tree borer ?

Canif ton, April, 1875.
[In giving the above from a subscriber (J. B.) 

do not recommend it. We have his authority, but 
practical proof of it ourselves. It requires fur

ther trial and in different localities, before it can be 
accepted as -a safe guard against our destructive 
Colorado enemy. It is at least worth a trial.—En.]

Warning.
Sir,—We had a traveller here last fall selling 

patents for a wonderful harrow—a harrow that 
would cultivate potatoes and dig them, and not a 
potato would remain1 in the ground. He sold a 
great many harrows, but he has not delivered 
them yet. He says he came for the Phcvnix Foun
dry, London. 1 enclose you a pattern of the har- 

which works with devise at joints.
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nected with the farm, the duty of an agricultural 
journalist. We do not know any work on the 
practice of farming in the colony such as he wishes 
to obtain. Our great aim has been to make our 
journal supply such a want by giving plain prac
tical articles on topics interesting and useful to the 
farmer, whether from the old country or to the 
manner born, 
work by writing to the Advocate some of his ex
perience in farming ?—Ed. ]

Sir,—The thought occurred to me some years 
since, that if there were places for the blue bird to 
build in, provided in our orchards, they would live 
there and relieve the orchard of many of the cater
pillars that "are so annoying. I therefore took 4 
pieces of board about 10 inches long, 1 three inches 
wide, two 4 inches wide, and one 5 inches wide, 
nailed them together, then slant off one end to 
form a pitch for a roof, then cut a hole in the high 
side for the bird to go in, then stuff a bit of hay 
about half way down, then nail on a bit of shingle 
for a roof, then get a pole about 10 feet long, 
sharpen the end and punch it into the ground 
about two feet, then put the other end into your 
bird house about half way up and nail it fast and 
set it up.

I tried the experiment a few years since and had 
not got the house up an hour when a blue bird 
took possession, and you would wonder to see how- 
pleased it was to find such a nice place; it raised 
two nests of young birds that summer.

I watched them for about three parts of an hour 
spell, and they made 22 trips from the 

apple trees to their nest with worms for their young 
ones, in that time it w-as very gratifying to see how 
diligently they searched among the leaves for food 
for their young ones.

I have put up others since, and I find them very 
useful, as they save many apples from being de
stroyed by worms, and if they done nothing but 
furnish us with music, they pay well for the trouble 
they cost us. Some persons might think that one 
house with several apartments will do a lot of them, 
but they are apt to quarrel, one pair in one place, 
but keep their houses a rod or two apart.

Last fall two old birds with about ten young ones 
or what they had raised last summer, came and had 
a look at their old nest before going south.

It will be necessary to nail on a bit of board in 
front of the hole for a sitting-board.

Would Mr. R. aid us in the goodi

jCanadian Plows.
Sir,—Allow me to call your attention to the 

following facts. While reapers, mowers, threshing 
machines, seed drills and cultivators have been 
largely imported from Ontario, and hold their own 
witii the same articles imported from the United 
States, plows imported from Ontario have been 
complete failures; the best that has been brought 
in is not worth more than the price of old iron. 1 
am certain the Ontario manufacturer is capable of 
making as good a plow as the American, and only 
requires his attention to be called to the matter. 
The fact is, this Province requires quite a different 
kind of plow from that used in Ontario. The 
American plows work well, both breaking and 

-plowing, but would, 1 think, be a litt’e im
proved by being made a little heavier and stronger. 
I have been much annoyed by seeing thousands of 
dollars every year going to the States that ought to 
go to Ontario.

Will you kindly answer the following queries : 
Can bees be sent from Ontario; if so, how, and at 

Can the eggs of domestic fowls be

!

one noon
J. B.

we1

no
cross

what cost ?
sent here; if so, how, and at what cost, if pro 
perly packed, and what probability of hatching 
after their coming ?

We have had a very fine winter, 
been more steady cold weather than usual, but 
scarcely any storms. We have had 12 to 15 inches 
of snow, just enough to make good sleighing. The 
snow was all about gone on the 1st of April, and

Sowing is now pro-

|
There has

William Hoskins.■
i Sarnia, March llith, 1875.

We give insertion to Mr. Hoskins’ communication 
with great pleasure. We are always pleased to 
aid in any way the encouragement and- protection 
of our friends the birds. From infancy we have look
ed upon them as delightful companions,and wehave 
been taught by experience that they are among the 
farmer’s best friends. We would bo much pleased 
to find that many act on Mr. H’s suggestions, and 
provide a home for the little songsters while 
at the time engaging their valuable services in the 
protection of their fruit. Encouraging birds to 
nestle about our houses and gardens is one of the 
means to make a cheerful happy home.

row,
Peter Gilchrist. .!

Ross, April 23rd, 1875.
[We have enquired at the Foundry, and find that 

no such harrow is made there. -El», j

some commenced to sow. 
greasing rapidly (April 14.)|

M AN ITT)BA.
Winnipeg, April 14th, 1875.:!j Orchard Grass—Manure.

Sir,—I wrote to you the beginning of this year* 
asking one or two <|Restions interesting to me as a 
farmer, and 1 am sorry you had not the courtesy to 
take any notice of them. 1 should not have 
bothered you, had you not mentioned your columns 

open to queries. When at home the Mark 
Lane always was good enough to afford me any in 
formation. T have bought GOO acres in this back 
township and am clearing it by degrees, intending 
to make a sheep farm of it, and 1 must say, 1 have 
picked up a good deal of valuable information from 

which I have taken for the last three 
I sowed some < -lawson wheat and Scott

About Fences and Faille.
Sir, —The following article 1 copied from an 

American agricultural paper, and I think it worthy 
of republishing in the A i> vue ATE. I would remind 
our Provincial Legislature in every issue of your

c a stop to cattle 
1* KHAKI) 1

werepaper of the necessity of putt in 
i mining at large. I ET.

Scott, May 10th, 1875.
Fencing has become one

considerations demanding the attention of farmeis; 
and it is wonderful that they should so long sub
mit to the want of proper legislation 
spectivc provinces, which would relieve them from, 
this most expensive and unnecessary burden. An 
impression, almost as old as our country itself, 
seems to exist, that publie roads arc public pro
perty, and the grass which grows upon them is the 
common property of all the inhabitants, up 
which their cattle may be turned to pasture. This 
is a great mistake, and one which requires immedi
ate correction, if for no other reason than that it 
is a very expensive one to farmers, 
are, to be sure, public property, but only for spe
cial purposes. While the public have the right to 
pass and repass over them, they have no other
3K ». »-**•. **»**««
the road than—upon the other side of the fence iu his queries not having been answered. Whether 
their neighbor’s field. The law allows the public his letter came to band or not, or whether having 
to use the land occupied by the road to travel over, been received, it escaped our notice in the great 
and whenever they cease, either by operation of b of inters 0f our daily receipts we are un
law or otherwise, to use it for that purpose, it , . 
again becomes the property of the owner of the ’ 0 " “ ’ " 
farm through which it passes. He lias the fee 
simple right. It is unjust that be who owns no 
land, or, owning it, prefers to use that ol his 
neighbors, should be indulged in so manifest a 
wrong. It is the duty of the Legislatures of all 
the thickly settled parts of the provinces to pro
tect the agricultural interests of the country by 
providing that cattle shall not run at large, but 
that every man shall be compelled to take care of 
and feed liis own stock, instead of turning it loose 
upon the highway to depredate upon the posses
sions of his neighbor. Money expended in fencing 
against those depredations of strange cattle is 
sometimes disbursed so gradually that the farmer 
does not actually realize how great is the loss.

of the most importantt

Warden Hedges.your paper 
years.
wheat 1 received from you last fall. The former 
is killed out by the late frosts far worse than the 
latter. I am going to try the Orchard Grass 
shortly, in England it succeeds very well. What 
is my best course to pursue with a large heap of 

outside mv stable, which lias been collec
ted through the winter. 1 thought of drawing it 
away and piling it in a high heap somewhere to be 
ready for the fall, but the land hardly requires it, 
as I have only had one crop off, and it is seeded 
down. Yours Truly,

A. J. Wrihiit

II m their re-! One of the many difficulties that a gardener has
1 lis grounds fromto contend against is to screen 

the cutting wintry blasts. A keen January north
easter coming across a large expanse of open 
try on to a plantation of conifers and shrubs, will 
not only cause them to present a miserable appear 

but ofteu so injure them that they will look 
as if they had passed through a severe lire. When 
grounds arc placed in this position, there is nothing 
better than to stem the blast by a thick plantation 
of Scotch and Spruce Fir.

But when the position is open without being ex
posed. hedges will bo found to be sufficient to stem 
the cold winds. The gardener should be careful to 
have hedges in keeping with his grounds, 
is nothing more unsightly than a common haw
thorn hedge near a garden hedge, for, although a 
great deal of sentiment is written about the 
“ shade of the thorny bush,” it is decidedly more 
in keeping with the farmer’s field than the gar
dener’s domain. It is very frequent that in large 
grounds hedges have to be made to hide ail un
sightly patch of ground or a part of a vegetable 
garden. Then, if the position is not too much ex
posed, there is nothing more suitable than the 
I'n/rit.-t drodara. This, planted in some good fat 
loam, at convenient distances apart, will not fail 
to give satisfaction. For the first year or two they 
can be allowed to grow freely, and then when they 
have begun to close toward each other, there out
side branches should be carefully pruned so as to 
allow them to grow upwards and expand into a 
thick and shapely hedge. The only other juniper 
that really makes geytd hedges is J. Virginia, 
moidy called llie “red cedar.”—Gardener's Maga
zine.
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Any seeming neglect wc would as- 
subseribers would certainly be unde-sure our 

signed.
Thu Orchard Grass is but lately introduced into 

this country, 
the farmer’s here as it lias been in the Home 
country, wc imported some seed this season.

The heap of manure is no more in the farmer’s 
way than, would be a good credit in the Bank of 
England. If it be not needed for the next season 
crops (roots or cereals) let it be used for top dressing. 
Land cannot be too highly manured. Well pre
pared manure will nourish the young grass plants. 
The fields will produce more grass, and whether in 
grass or afterwards in tillage, will be sure to pay 
for manure and labor.

j Believing it is of great advantage toi
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II seen the advantage of it on the turnip crop, 
when put on with an unsparing hand.

.In the case of grass or meadow lands, locality 
and nature of soil will again be brought into ques
tion; if a light soil, compost and spread evenly on 

In the month of April 
this operation will regulate any 

The rootlets of the grass will find

reckoning from February to March. But spring 
chickens are so nice, and so dear to buy, ana 
every housekeeper has sometimes calls for a dainty 
dish, and so the spring chicken and asparagus are 
eaten and enjoyed in May or June, and the pros
pect of eggs fresh and good daily through the 
autumn is in jeopardy thereby.

For the assistance of housekeeping it is worth 
while to consider this well and so supply the needs of 
the fowls about our doors; if you keep them at 
haphazard, to feed as they can catch it, and all is 
guarded to ihem, most likely you will keep thorn 
weeks or months at this season without their re
turning you an egg, like our neighbors the poulterer, 
the fishmonger, and the butcher, the refuse from 
whose trades must supply valuable additions to the 
food of fowls. But the little things are not thought 
of; and this it is after all which secures success. 
They must have warm shelter in their roosting 
houses; a shed to escape from rain and to feather 
in, with dry ashes frequently thrown there; clean, 
good water three times daily given fresh, the same 
we drink ourselves; plenty of grit, road scrapings 
and old morter rubbish put every few weeks and 
broken up three or four times in that time for them 
to get at fresh bits. All this we have to do, as 
there is nothing in our soil useful to them. All 
these little things we find needful to ensure suc
cess, and it does not take half an hour a day, and, 
if you love your birds, it is a great enjoyment to 

them well and prosperous, and you will find 
them among your best friends; your poultry will 
show you practically, by tilling your egg basket, 
that they, too, know that “one good turn deserves 
another.”

PRIZE ESSAY.
I

APPLICATION OF MANURE. 
Written for the Farmers’ Advocate.

I

Sir,—In the February number of the Advocate 
you invite discussion on the proper time for apply
ing barn-yard manure. Without preface, allow 
me to commune with you a short time on the 
subject.

In giving you my opinion, I would ;-ay that it is j 
almost impossible to lay down any definite rule, as 
the climate and soils are so varied that a great deal 
will depend on the farmer’s own judgment, and 
likewise the different crops he wishes to cultivate; 
but as to composting, there is not a doubt on my 
mind bùt it is the true principle for all light soils; 
but on strong, heavy clays, I think manure in a 
green state would be more beneficial.

With respect to the proper time for applying, 
for all root crops my experience is fall manuring, 
and if you cannot have a sufficient supply and have 
to use what manure is made in winter, 1 would say 
that I he best way is to haul out as you make it on 
to a pile in the field, and apply as soon as possible 
in the spring, so that the dung becomes thoroughly 
incorporated with the soil by the different work
ings the land requires in preparing it for the recep
tion of the seed; although 1 have seen very good 
results frem having the land plowed in the fall and 
the dung spread on during the winter months, 
fresh from the stable : but, bear in mind, this 
dung was made from cattle that were fed on roots, 

meal and oil cake. The practice of applying

the surface in the fall, 
brush-harrov 
large lumps.
the speeity effects, and a genial warmth will ma
terially advance vegetation in the spring.

These remarks arc from personal experience, and 
I would wish it to be understood that the same 
rule will not give the same results in all localities, 
but as a general thing the fall is the best time to 
apply manure, and the best mode is to keep it on 
the surface. Depend upon it, you will get a 
quicker and a more satisfactory return.

;

Joseph Kirby, Guelph.

poultry itiml.
Amateur Poultry Keeping.

The following useful hints are condensed from 
the London Agricultural Gazette: —

At this season, more than at any other time, 
the poultry about our houses will repay the house
keeper for every little scraps she can spare, and 
for some thought and attention given to their 
wants and desires. We constantly hear that eggs 
are so scarce it is impossible to get fresh ones. 
Only a little management and little forethought, 
and all might have them. Our own experience is 
as follows :

We have no special convenience for keeping 
poultry. The soil is bad for them, being cold w et 
clay, and dry sand or chalk would suit all poultry 
ten times better. Our fowls have a steep corner, 
very few' square yards for each bird being all the 
space they have to wTalk over so all their needs have 
to be thought of and met by their mistress. A 
very tiny scrap of garden for vegetables is not 
enough to give refuse all the year round for their 
green food, though every leaf not boiled is given to 
them. Fresh, green, raw vegetables are far better 
than any cooked, though these bits, if left on the 
plates, are favorite morsels. Fowls kept without 
access to suilicient grass for them to graze on must 
have a supply of green food to do well. Every 
scrap from the house the fowls look over, and eat 
the lieUds and cleanings from fish and fowl and 
game (for they have no cannibal scruples), and 
every little bit of fat that can be spared; and if 
they have been very bare of animal food, we buy 
from the butcher one pound of skinny fat thrown 
by for the chandler’s use, and give 5d. tor it; this will 
be enough for a fortnight. The fat skimmed from 
boiled meat and the grease cleaned from the drip
ping pan is mixed with the warm meal they 
get the first tiling every morning, and they have 
two feeds in the day besides of mixed corn, maize, 
barley and wheat, which is now' cheap; and they 
never have more than they eat at once, except in 
the summer, when the fowls are up hours before 
the inmates of the house; then there is a little 

given at night for them to find and feed on— 
scatter as wide as possible to spread the grain over 
the space allotted to the poultry.

The corn and meal costs now, as near as pos
sible, 2s. 3d. a week, never more. We have six 
liens two years old, two young cocks, eleven pul
lets of 1874; these were hatched in February and 
March; six are half-bred Cochins, from a pure 
Cochin cock and large French hens'; three are half- 
bred (lame from a pure Came cock and the same 
kind of hens; and one is a light Brahma, and one a 
half-bred lloudan. Yesterday the poulteres, see
ing our egg brought in, offered 21d. each for them. 
He keeps more than 4(1 fowls, and tells us he has 
not had an egg for more than six weeks, but lie ex
pects some every day! and wonders at our good 
fortune. The fishmonger cannot understand how 
not one of his fow'ls almost 50—is laying now, 
when we arc getting eggs every day. The but
cher, who has a yard and green fields for them to 
stray over, told us yesterday, out of (10 or 70 liens 
lie could not reckon on one egg every day now. 
But why cannot all have a good supply1; All 
could if they would bestow the care and foie 
thought which, unfortunately at present, poultry 
are not considered, worthy to receive from any 
household; if they did, of course our market for 
eggs at 2d. to 2td. each would cease. It is a plea
sure, or a labor if you w ill, that brings i s own re
war !, and very quick return. If, in the other 
place, the kind most suitable, and the earliest and 

selected and kept, they will begin

pea
long unfermented manure for roots in the month of 
June is an injury (unless you have a very weak 
season), because it has a tendency to hold the soil 
up, making it light, and the scorching sun dries all 
the moisture out of the ground, which should be 
preserved for the germination of the seeds. I have 

years had to follow this latter plan, when not 
having a full supply to go over the field in the fall 
or spnng, but I always take the precaution to use 
the heavy iron ro'ler before putting the seed on.
I may say that I have tried all the different modes 
of applying manure for root crops, and have come 
to the conclusion that the very best of all is to 
plow the land in the fall, and as soon as the ground 
is sufficiently frozen to bear the waggon, spread 
twenty-five or thirty good loads of manure to the 
acre, and let it lay until the spring, and then give 
it the full amount of w’orking to bring it to the 
proper tilth for receiving the seed; then if you use 
good seed, cither mangel wurzel or turnips, and 
attend to them in proper season, your root crop 
will be satisfactory, your after crop of grain w ill 
be remunerative, and if you sow down to grass 
seed, your hay crop will likewise be good.

In speaking of the following crop of grain, 1 
have never seen any difference betw'ccn the fall 
manuring and that which was dmlc in the spring, 

part of the field being equally as good as the 
other, although the root crop was clearly the best 

the part that was manured in the fall Then, 
with regard to the proper time of applying

to other crops, mÿ experience has been some
what extensiv on a strong clay loam, where 
iver fallowing for fall wheat was practised to a 
largo extent. The best results was from green 

applied before the second plowing in the 
month of June, at the rate of 25 loads to the acre, 
and about 20 loads of leached ashes added; being 
close to an ashcry, wc could have all we required 

manure unferinented to

At birth the pig has the temporary tusks and 
the corner incisors well up. These teeth are very 
line and sharp, almost like fine needles, and occupy 
a position on each side the mouth, leaving a clear 

In a month to six weeks the cen-

asome

space in front, 
tral temporaries are cut, and soon after the com
pletion of the second month the lateral incisors are 
cut, and the animal has its full set of temporary 
teeth, including three molars on each side, top and 
bottom, six incisors, top and bottom, and a tusk 
on each side, top and bottom. At the age of six 
mouths the premolars, w hich occupy a position be
tween the first temporary molar and the tusk, are 
cut, and also a permanent molar, which is fourth 
in situation. The premolars are not always pre
sent, and in their absence the fourth molar will be 
accepted as an indication of the ago of six months. 
At nine months the permanent tusks are cut, and 
the corner permanent incisors, which often prick 

soon after seven months, are

!

Oil :

1
;

Hi
through the gum 
fairly up. At one year old the central permanent 

take the place of the temporary teeth, and 
the fifth molar is also in position.

Many pigs at the age of twelve months retain 
the temporary central incisors, and w o have met 
with no instances of the permanent centrals being 
in their place before the full age of a year ; hence 
the fact of these teeth being well up in an animal 
which was certified to be under one year, would be 
a ground of disqualification. At fifteen mouths 
the three anterior molars are permanent, and they 

he easily recognized by tlmir recent appear
ance and by the absence ot any signs of wear. At 
eighteen months the permanent dentition of the 
pig is completed by the cutting of the last molar, 
and also the external permanent incisors.

After this period it is seldom necessary to define 
the age of the pig, nor is the evidence which is 
afforded by the growth and wear of the teeth suf
ficiently exact to enable the examiner to form a 
positive opinion. -London Ai/r. Gazette.
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1

for hauling. By applying 
a strong retentive clay, it has a tendency to keep 
it open, making it more friable, and letting in the 
air and sun, which is of the greatest benefit to 
those cold clays.

When you say that the farm yard manure stands 
at the head of all manures, I fully endorse the 

I look upon it as a perfect manure.
wc can

<

sentiment.
The farm yard is the farmer’s gold mine ; 
draw from it, if properly attended to, all the fer
tilizing constituents favorable to the luxuriant 
growth of all crops. Experience has taught us 
that we have everything within our own means, 
without expending one dollar on any artificial 
manure, except salt and plaster. Artificial nian- 

not adapted to the wants of the Canadian 
farmer, because of the extreme dryness and short
ness of the season; and perhaps from the time of 
their application to the gathering in of the crops, 
we don’t have one single shower of rain, and there
fore the returns do not permit of the outlay, how
ever w’ell they may do in the moist climates of the 
old countries. Not so with salt. I would say to 
everyone—if he cultivates not more than a garden 
plot—use salt either as a top-dressing or 
porated with the soil. I have seen the good efleets 
of it on wheat, barley and oats, and especially have

The Sherbrooke Gazrlte gives a detailed account 
of the operations of the Canadian Meat and Pro
duce Company, and confesses astonishment at 
the amount of work done, and the evident extent 
and magnitude of the business that will be carried 
on when once the Company is fairly in operation. 
Wo learn that there have been shipped to England 
already ‘200,000 lbs. of fresh meat; 50,000 lbs. o£. 
tinned meats, soups, &c. ; 45,000 lbs. of salted 
meat; 500 hides, and large quantities of poultry, 
game, &c. The works seem to be exceedingly 
well arranged, but considerable improvements in 
the shape of a huge permanent establishment and 
homes for the i m ploy es are contemplated . The 
(iairttr says; “Already the farmers in the adjoin
ing townships have begun to realize the advantages 
resulting from the location in their midst of a re
gular and remunerative cash market for their beef, 
cattle, pork, poultry, &c.
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of the littlethem from the cold weather of the winter. Rasp- part examined, contained the pupa 

berries and blackberries, especially the most parasitic tty referred to abov e ’
hardy varieties, and also those growi g in the mature butterttv, the îosu , g j

Is, will produce fairly, probably medium was very few cabbage: worms 
CheiTies of the tenderest varieties varieties scarcely any since. 1 Ins se

the general results m each locality visited by this 
^ of cabbage buttcrily, and all applications of 

have done little good in les-

toticu, (Dïrtuud aud iomtf.
Cabbages as Grown in the London 

Market Gardens.
woo< 
crop.
have had their buds badly injured, but those of 
Morello stock are looking well, and a half crop may 
be expected. Plums arp badly injured, and the 
crop un 11 be a failure. Grapes will certainly pro
duce a half crop, all the vines below the snow line 
being uninjured, and many of th<f buds above that 
line, especially on the Concord and Clinton, being 
in good condition. Apples arc injured to a great 
extent, and only a very small crop w ill be gathered. 
The trees are looking well, however, and have not 
suffered material injury. Peaches will be a total 
failure, the buds being all killed, and many of the 
trees severely injured, being frozen back to the 
snow line. Young trees generally will recover, and 
will only lose a year’s grow-th.

What is called the Enfield cabbage is that which 
is used in the market gardens about London. It is 
one of the oldest in cultivation, and one of the best, 
and as growers of it generally save their own seed, 
they take jiartieular care that their plants of it are 
not crossed with other sorts. The sowing for the 
principal crop of this cabbage is generally made 
St. James’ Day, the 25tli of July, or some time be
tween that and the middle of August, and if the 
sowing be made on poor ground, so much the bet
ter, as in that case the plants come up stocky and 
hardy, and stand the winter well, whereas, if made 
on rich ground, a soft rank growth is produced, 
which is much more easily injured. This sowing 
is, as a rule, made in four feet wide beds, a width 
found to be convenient for weeding and hoeing 
amongst the plants. By the time the latter are 
sufficiently strong to be transplanted, the potato or 
onion ground is ready for the reception of a first 
batch of them, and on that cleared for celery, French 
beans or vegetable marrows, another plantation is 
generally made. Every empty space under fruit 
trees or elsewhere is also planted with cabbages.
In planting, the ground is lined oft into rows, 
twenty-five inches apart, and in these the plants 
are put in fifteen inches asunder. Between every 
two rows first planted another is now put in with 
less care, thus making the plants stand fifteen 
inches apart each way. Early in spring every 
alternate line of plants, and also every other plant 
in the line of rows left, are lifted and sold as cole- 
worts, i. e., young open cabbages, a state in which 
they arc preferred by many to such as are hearted. 
This allows the permanent crop plenty of room to 
come to maturity. With a view to subsequent 
plantations, which are made all through the winter 
wherever ground is vacant, the young plants in 
seed beds arc removed and pricked out into others 
a little further apart, in order to keep them in 
good condition for planting out as long as possible. 
In this way, indeed, many of the plants arc kept 
till spring, when they arc transplanted to succeed- 
those planted out in autumn, and to come in be
fore the produce of the spring sowings, made late 
in February or early in March, to furnish cabbages 
from June to August. The plants from this sowing 

put out in rows two or two and a half feet 
apart, and in the intervening spaces are put lines 
of lettuce, a'plant of which is also set between 
every cabbage in the row. If thought necessary, 
another sowing is made in the end of March, or 
April; and sometimes a bell is sown in May, when 
what are called rosette cole worts are sown. As 
the latter arc, however, chiclly ^grbwn for late 
autumn and winter supplies, cabbages are seldom 
sown after March. Moreover, when peas, French 
beans, and vegetable marrows are in, there is little 
demand for cabbages. Red cabbages arc sown in 
March or on St. James’ Day, and the plants stand 
about three feet asunder in the rows. As this crop 
stands until the heads arc large and solid, a piece 
of rigb land is devoted to it, and inter cropped 
with potatoes, ordinary cabbages, lettuces, French 
beans, or other vegetables of that kind. The pro
duce of the July sowing is generally considered 
better than that of spring.

species
poisons to the worms 
ening the number.

01 course if the parasite does not appear in any 
particular locality, they can be readily procured 
and forwarded to any distance and let loose where 
they would 'do most good in attacking their natural 
enemy Or food, as they can only exist where there 
are cabbage worms. 1 think if cabbage growers will 
examine the chrysalid of tiie last season s brood of 
worms, which must at this time be abundant on 
the sides of outbuildings, fences, and even stems 
of shrubs and trees, they can readily determine 
whether the little parasite ( Phromaln* pvparum) 
has made its appearance or not. If in breaking 
open the chrysalids they are found full of minute 
egg-like pupa, then it is certain that the enemy of 
the worms and friend of the farmer has arrived; 
but if nothing but the immature, half-formed but
terfly is within, then it is safe to conclude that you 

have to wait for deliverance from this pest

on

Farmer.-s’ Gardens.
To those who have no experience of gardening it 

is a formidable undertaking to begin one; but in 
reality the whole matter is comparatively simple 
and easy. -We shall suppose that we are address
ing a family who cannot afford to hire a gardener, 
who have no experience themselves, and have only 
a small amount to lay out upon a garden in addition 
to the labor and attention of the ladies of the family.

The first thing is to select say half an acre of 
good ground as near the homestead as may be, and 
if possible adjoining the east or south end or side 
of the house. Let this spot, which should be dry 
naturally or drained artificially, be plowed and 
cross-plowed three or four times, and then get a 
rich supply of rotten manure spread evenly over it 
and lightly plowed in, finishing by a thorough
brushing or harrowing. Let this garden-ground be gt(|ck guch stuH > as m„re
well fenced, and have a gate that will shut of itself aw) ’ the leavc alla i„closed in the head. I have
by a weight, so as to prevent cattle or sheep from ‘jse(l |aU with ,foo(\ L.ffcct, but the worms that have 
getting in through forgetfulness. The walks, bor- ]ietratuq int„ the head of the cabbage is safe 
ders and beds can be laid out according to taste, j’,om outward applications. Under present
and the work of planting and sowing may be com- circumstances I would say, Let nature take its
menced with a prospect of excellent results. course, for the little parasite will soon wipe out the

enemy.—A. .S'. Fuller, hi N. F. Tribune.

may 
another year.

Much can be done towards lessening the number 
of worms by gathering and destroying the chrysa
lids found attached to fencee and buildings about 

But I would not advise clc- 
found inthe place in winter.

stroying those if the pupa if parasites are 
any considerable number. The difficulty is killing 
the worms when upon the cabbages is, that any 
poisonous substance applied is likely to make them 
dangerous food, else very filthy. Guano, or super
phosphate and lime mixed together, will destroy 
the worms; but who would want to eat, oi feed to

less will remain

The next thing is to get a supply of fruit trees, 
say a half dozen each—apples, pears and cherries, 
half of the pears being dwarfs to bear early, and 
half of the cherries Morellos. A dozen each of 
white, red and black raspberries, and half a dozen 
blackberries, and half a dozen each of white, red .
and black currants, will make nice beds of these grape culture t us . ,
line fruits; and a hundred strawberry plants (half | When the entomologists announced that ey 
of them Wilson’s seedling) will soon multiply to had discovered the truth of the grape trouble, and 
any extent. The whole of these from a first-rate that it was an insect feeding on the root, a new 
nursery, with packing and carriage, should not cost parry at once arose, which was quite sure tha c 
over $20, and a sufficient supply of flower and gar- phyloxera had very little, if anything to do wi i 
den seeds should be had, including postage, for it. It was mildew and mould, and not an insect-— 
about $3; a spade, rake and hoc will cost, say $2 | a botanical, not an entomological study. It is not 
more, making an investment of $25, besides the to be wondered at ihat these radical dmcrenccs 
land, fencing, manure and plowing—say $50 in all, should exist. 1 here can be no doubt in the wor i 
charged to the garden, which should lie credited at but that those who have studied tungon c lseases 
market prices with all fruit and vegetables used by of plants, and have advocated, the tungoi origin
the family, the flowers being thrown into the bar * -..... h,.-„ —„1 t.h«,r noint bv in-
gain. In this way it would probably clear itself 
the first year, and every succeeding year yield

A Year’s Grape Experience.
The Germantown Trktjraph, under this head, 

discusses the botanical and entomological phases of
are

of grape disorders, have proved their point by in
contestable evidence. It is equally true of the 
root-insect idea. Here are the insects, and there 
arc the rotten roots in myriads as the consequence, 
and every child knows a vine cannot do well when 
half its roots are destroyed. What is the simple 
editor to do who has no theory to advocate, but 
whose business it is to direct the judgment of the 
reader according to all the facts in hand ! He can 
only say that no one

more.
The fruit trees and bushes should be got from 

some nursery of a high character—other things 
being equal, from the nearest. The seeds can be 
ordered from any first class seedsman.

Tl,_ |Such a garden as we have described would add
* * much more than its cost to the value of the farm,

At the recent meeting of horticultural societies as well as the pleasure and comfort of the family, 
in the West, discouraging reports as to the fruit and the necessary labor connected with it would 
prospects have prevailed. We have news from not be heavy.—Ar. Y. IKibic&s.
the May meeting of the Alton Society. The re- -----
ports are summarized as follows:—Early cherries, 
nearly all killed; late cherries, but little injured;
strawberries, all right, with prospects of an average H 18 to f’u presumed that everybody knows by
crop; blackberries suffered from the severe winter, tins time that the parent of the “cabbage worm is • distinct field of la-:J ,l„.™ISO ..( (1.0 cr?»,o Winter

what extent. The members report a few scatter* the United States. At hist it appeale<l to ha\ c no iaA e ° 8 o 1 ’ «mtiuuitvrl Catawba ing peach blossoms in their orchards, but not natural enemy to keep it m check, but m good have done this season. 1 he antiquated ^ •
enough to make the twentieth of an average crop, tunc, and m some unaccountable manner, the little which at one time stoo l at the head o b 1
Reports of other societies are of similar import, in parasitic tty which bad long been known to attack lists and then tell to the foot, has t . <
almost -ill vises In the ('hicruro Tunes of the it abroad, was discovered in this country, and has most equalled its best days, in the lew cyStc'find ÎTfolldwmï as a ^ J tUegnu.u - ever since been thinning the ranks of'this pro- garden* where an attainment to the goodthing* of 
J. P. Thompson, secretary-of the Michigan State viously formidable cabbage pest. The two insects the past permitted a few plants tt survive. 
Pomoloeical Poeictv a gentleman who has spent appeared in the suburbs of New 5 ork City at about mg at these tacts, vie say at once that seas n 
some timein collecting Hie facts in regard to the the same time, and their operations ran somewhat to do with success, ami perhaps leel some eontemp 
coming fruit crop in the peach belt of Michigan, as follows-.—The first season the cabbage worms tor all other suggestions.. ,
has favored the Times1 correspondent with the fol- were few, only an occasional one seen; the next It has been of late years pretty well understood 
lowing facts:—Strawberries, of which there is a year very abundant, taking or nearly destroying that an old-fashioned dry time is good for the
large area planted, will be a full crop, although the entire crop. In the autumn of this second sea- grape, and we have had it dry enough, in all con-
late in the1 market, the snow having ’ protected son nearly every chrysalid, or at least the larger science, this season. D ow was it in the past ?

thing causes disease; at least 
there are many things which will cause disease, 
sometimes, perhaps, existing together, so that one 
depends upon the other; at other times each acting 
independently, and as some of our friends expres
sively say, on its own hook.

But independently of fungus and root-parasites, 
it seems clear that the little secret conditions of 

the exact elements of which no fellow has

The Cabbage Pest and its Parasite.
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there appear to be many erroneous ideas prevalent get yellow and drop off. As a rule, a basket in a 
among those who have had little experience in warm room should be taken down once a week, 
plant culture, and the most common one is, that soaked in a bucket of water, then drained and hung 
vines and trees require pruning only once a year, Up again. Every day during the rest of the week 
which frequently leads to severe losses both in fruit a little water may be given the plants, and some- 
ami vigor of tlic specimens. thing put under to catch the drip. Some baskets

A man, for instance, concludes that his old apple have no provision for the escape of moisture, 
or pear trees require pruning, the branches having These arc danserons. Still some people manage 
become too abundant for the free admission of light I to xvatebjjJoscly, and do well with them, hern 
and air into the centre of the head, or because caSes do best When given a little sun; for, though 
of the leading shoots having become too tall ferns arc supposed to grow naturally in shady spots, 
or the lower branches droop too much to ad- it is because there is generally a more humid at- 
mit of working the ground underneath. He, mospherc. 1 f they can get this moisture they rather 
therefore, proceeds to thin out, cut back or trim hkc light, 
up, severing large or small branches, as the case
may require. So far, the operation may be per- , m<;lligau Horticultural Society-
formed ill a judicious manner, but in the months . .
following it will usually be observed that numerous l*rai>C VllllllrC.
sprouts will spring from latent buds near the tho ln0nthly meeting of this Association,
poir.t where a branch has been severed from the I ^ < i ra,id Ilapids, President Bradford read
main stem or elsewhere, and if these are permitted I papcr on “Grape Cuture,” which he said 
to grow it is at the expense of those and other parts I vag intended for those who love grapes^, 
of tree; besides, in most eases they spring from lmÿ, liavc never raised any. He recom-
the points where no shoots are desired, and will be memlg trcncliing the ground to the depth of 
removed at the next annual pruning. Examples (;il,hteen to twenty inches before planting, which 
of this kind may be seen in hundreds of orchards oogtg from #10 to $15 per acre, but pays from 50 to 
at any time during the Summer months, the vigoi jqO per cent, per annum. If trenching is dispensed 
of the trees being wasted in these sap sprouts, as w-t]1 m smaq i0tSj where only a few vines can be 
they are usually termed by farmers. Now, the United, Space may ho economized by digging and
proper course to pursue is to visit the pruned tree elirichhig a strip two feet wide on one or both sides
once or twice during the season, breaking or cut- t)l(J gar,jen walk. If both sides are used, a space
ting off the surplus shoots while they are young, two fec(. sh„uhl be left between the rows. The
thereby forcing the sap into other channels. I rowa s}10uld be left four feet apart, and the vines

We think those who have had any experience in fv()m f()Ur to ajx fc,q apart in the rows. The latter 
the care of orchards will readily see the importance s,loul(l run 110rth and south, or better, southeast 
of this operation in connection with that of the aud mn-thwest. With the vines planted four feet 
regular annual pruning. Of couse we do not assert apartin a given space, the produce at the end of
that all trees require pruning every year, hilt if it is two years will bo double the quantity yielded
done, Summer pinching and rubbing off surplus I wlien the vines arc planted six feet apart; at the 
shoots should always follow. I f trees are properly I ul o{ t)le fourth year there may not bo any ma- 
pruned at the start followed by judicious care in ^0|.;aj difference.
Summer, there well be little need of removing pQr tiar|y bearing, he recommended the selection 
large branches as they become old. A fruit tree d two year old vines; those which have not
should receive its first severe pruning at the time ^ ^ ned alld transplanted the previous year, 
of planting in the orchard, and there is httlc arti best, hi planting, the roots should bo ox- 
danger of reducing the top too much. posC(l as little as possible to the sun and wind. If

The next period in the life o fruit trees w ie {.,)c vmcs are ljlallted in the Fall, they must be 
very severe pruning may lie beneficial, is whe t(jeted ,)y a OOVeriug of earth, or some other
they have reached an age of unfi uitfulness, either Juatcriaj -pi10 holes for the vines should be eigh- 
in consequence of having been permitted to over- mi,h(.a in diameter, leaving the bottom after
bear or of neglect of pruning or cultuie. 01,1 wel| loosening the soil, six or eight inches deep in the 
orchardsjwhich have become almost or quite barren centre and ej„|,t or ten at the circumference, 
may frequently be restored to frultfu ' stakes’ from six to eight feet in length should be
ness by removing one-half of all the branches on- ; thc ground just back of the centre of the 
tiro, and then shortening the remainder one-half, { , b J
at the same time adding fertilizers to the sod. I mourn. . , - , .
Considerable attention; however, will bo requisite Before planting, cut back the ends of short 
during the Summer in removing the young sprouts bruised roots, and cut the long ones hack to eight 
which will issue from the severely pruned branches, inches. I’lace the crown of the roots on the 
A few of the strongest should he permitted to grow, mound in the centre of the hole, and spread the 
selectin'' those for this purpose which start at roots out evenly all round; cover with two inches 
points where new branches are desired. Many of of line, rich sod, put on and pressed down with the 
p ’ old and now almost worthless pear and apple hand. I ill up the hole to a level of two or throe 
orchards might he restored by manuring and prim- inches above the crown. Horse or cow manure to 
in.' combined. In removing large branches from the depth of one inch may he put on the surface, 
trees it is well to cover the wounds with grafting Cut the cane hack to two or three well developed 

some similar substances which will prevent buds, and when the shoots from these have made a 
the decay of the exposed wood. growth of six or eight inches, select the best one

What we have said above in regard to fruit trees and cut off all the others, as but one shoot must 
is also applicable to grape vines. If pruned before 1,0 allowed to grow the first season. 1 Ins shoot is 
cold weather is entirely passed, there will lie little to he tied to the stake and the laterals, after 
danger of bleeding. Summer pinching of the most making three or four leaves, must be pinched back 
vigorous shoots, as well as rubbing off thc feeble to within one leaf of the base, and the seed laterals 

° liich always appear in'groater or less numbers the same. At the eml of October the young vine
very important should be cut down to within twenty-four inches 

of the ground and laid down and covered. In 
Spring, after the frost is well out of the ground, 
the vine should lie taken up and tied to the stake.

As soon as the lmds start, rub off all except the 
four upper ones. Only two shoots are to be grown 

The reason for allowing four

The Catawba did as well at one time as the Con
cord does now. We suppose there were wet sea
sons and dry seasons. Probably they were wetter 
than now, for the scientists are telling us that the 
cutting away of forests increase dry times. A et 
the Catawba did well in all the rain and drizzle 
these pre-gcneratic days, 
causes besides mere climate. A et it is strange to 
the mere looker-on that beyond the mere fact that 
the Catawba grape lias done remarkably well tins 

so little more should he positively known.

There must he some.«

season,

! Liquid Manure for Pot Plants.:

The beneficial results obtained from manure 
ter, when judiciously applied to fruiting and 

flowering plants, have long been recognized by 
cultivators, and its use is now becoming more 
general. It is well known that the roots of plants 

more healthy when growing in pure soil free 
from rank manure, and these roots will draw up 

healthy nourishment to the plants from 
given in a liquid state, than when they 

eased in rank material which they cannot consume. 
We know that our most successful grape growers use 

little solid manure in the soil, only a few

are

1 man 
arc en

more
uru

very
bones or bone meal, or similar material, which 
cannot give off more stimulant than the plants can 

and als > remains much longer in thc soilconsume,
as a fertilizer than manure, which dissolves 
rapidly.

The successful florist has more faith in giving 
stimulants wlich the plant really needs them than 
in keeping the roots buried in the soil made rich 
and almost offensive by strong manure. When 
roots are few and the plants almost at rest, the 
purer the soil and the less stimulant the plants re
ceive, the better will they thrive when their roots 

to draw up larger supplies of nourishment. 
Moisture is needed to soften the soil and to allow 
the roots to extract nourishment from it; but when 
all thc virtue is out of thc earth, and the plants 
begin to show signs of distress, all the watering 
in the world will not give vigor to the exhausted 
functions; bnt let a portion of guano or any well 
prepared manure be mixed with thc water suffi
cient to color it, and let this be repeated at every 
watering instead of giving a much stronger 
dose at longer intervals, thc result will be most 
satisfactory. I have tried a number of experiments 
this season with liquid manure, and all lead me to 
have faith in the application of it, atevery watering, 
in a weakly state.

A number of old fuchsias were stunted and pot 
bound, hut pressure of more important matters 
prevented our potting them into fresh earth; hut 
to each watering a coloring of guano was allowed, 
and the plants with their pot bound roots, have not 

ly made vigorous growth, fmt (lowered freely 
from June onward to November. Some Pelargon
iums which were cut down last season and al
lowed to break in the usual way, were shaken out 
of thc pots, and placed in smaller ones, but, when 
they should have been shifted, they were allowed 
to remain in the small pots, which were crammed 
with roots; guano water was given at all times 
when they required moisture; the plants grew and 
made line foliage, and llowered better than others 
which were favored with large pots and fresh soil. 
Many other examples I could give to prove that 
giving liquid manure frequently, and not until roots 
te in abundance to consume it, is the proper way 
to deal with this important assistant to cultivation. 
-Florid.
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upon all cultivated vines, are 
operations. Annual pruning of grapevines is 
generally conceded to be necessary, hut the equally 
essential manipulation in Summer is far too fro 
quently neglected; hence the numerous complaints 
of failure to obtain well ripened fruit or vigorous 
canes for use the following Seaspn. A few canes, 
and those of vigorous sturdy growth, are far pre
ferable to a great number and all weak and slender. 
Thu former are seldom secured without attention 
in Summer, no matter how carefully the annual 
pruning may have been performed.

The lesson we would inculcate by the foregoing, 
is that the lirst steps in the improvements of plants 
rails lot a corresponding care in their culture. The 
lirst pruning which may be considered as having 
been done at the time of taking the buds or com 
from thu parent stocks, makes a second m the 
life wf- the tree or vine necessary, because hence
forward the plant is placed under artificial continu

ât
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Vruniiig Trees aiul Vines.
It is a common saying among practical 

turists, that the best time to prune a plant is when 
such an operation is discoveroi to be necessary, 
and a man has a sharp knife in his pocket. This 
should not, however, be considered as literally 
true, although volumes of nonsense liave been writ
ten in regard to particular days or months in which 
certain knids of plants should be pruned. It is not 
well to prune vines or trees just at the time the 
sap begins to How the most rapidly in Spring, be
cause it is likely to issue from the wounds, dis
coloring the bark below, and making the plants 
look unsightly, even if no further injury follows. 
But if trees or vines are pruned early enough to 
insure a good frosting of the wounds lor a few 
nights before the sap begins to How, there will be 
little danger of what is usually termed bleeding, 
hi many Northern localities this may yet he done, 
and those who have neglected pruning trees and 
smaller plants requiring it should not delay the 
operation, although it may be put oil with 
kind until the leaves arc fully expanded. But

ng
hortitulla

the second season.
hulls to make a short growtli is that in ease of acci
dent to the upper shoots their places can bo sup
plied by those from below. After the upper ones 

long enough to be tied to the stake, the lower 
ones may be rubbed oil. 1 he two shoots are to ho 
treated like the single one of last season, by pinch
ing oil' the laterals, etc., and at the end of August 
the tops of the shoots should he pinched off, to 
make them more stocky, and to ripen the wood.

In October there will be two canes ready for 
the formation of arms. If the vines have been 
planted four feet apart, cut the shortest cane hack 
to within four feet of its base, for the lower arm, 
and the lower cane to within six feet of its base 

, for the upper arm. If the vines were planted six
The 6'"i-'/i /"/-A Huiilhl;/ says: ‘Haskct plants apar{, the canes should be eut thrçe and four

often suffer from too mueli or too little water. J1 feet respectively. If the ground is lower at 
from too little the leaves curl or fall, and the plants | f the than at the other, commence at the
have a dried up appearance. If too much, they j>n
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120ïuder a Microscope.

Any of our readers can test for themselves the 
curious revelations of a microscope by the purchase 
even of a cheap instrument. It will well repay the 
expense incurred. Here is a list of some of the 
wonders seen through a microscope: —

Insects of various kinds can be seen in the 
cavities of a grain of sand. Mold is a forest of 
beautiful trees, with the branches, leaves, flowers 
and fruit. Butterflies arc fully feathered. Hairs 
are hollow tubes. The surface of our bodies is 
covered with scales like fish; a single grain of sand 
would cover one hundred and fifty of these scales, 
and yet a single scale covers live hundred pores. 
Through these narrow openings the sweat forces 
itself out like water through a sieve. The mites 
make five hundred steps a second. Each drop of 
stagnant water contains a world of animated beings, 
swimming with as much liberty as whales in the 
sea. Each leaf has a colony of insects grazing on it, 
like oxen on a meadow. A speck of potato-rot the 
size of a pin head contains about two hundred 
ferocious little animals, biting and clawing each 
other savagely.

Beginning Badly.upper end and lay the vines down in the direction 
of the lower. . Hard times compel economy, and they suggest a

As soon as the frost is out of the ground in the y common fault among young people —beginning 
Spring, a trellis must be constructed with upright j-£e w;^h extravagant habits. Most men who ac- 
posts and horizontal strips, or wires. W hen quire large wealth begin prudently, spending little 
fastening the vines to the trellis, the short arm an(^ g;u-jni_, much. The following incident has a 
should be trained along the top of lower strip or moral._ ° 
bar, and tied with bark or twine. The long cane 
should be fastened to the top bar, about twelve 
inches from the perpendicular, and the arm brought 
down in the same direction as the lower one, and 
tied to the strip of wire.

No shoots should be allowed to grow, except on 
the arms, and these should be thinned to six inches 
apart, by rubbing of the lower ones. Sum
mer pruning is highly recommended, but this 
does not consist in removing the leaves, but in re
moving every superfluous shoot, and in repeatedly 
pinching or cutting the laterals. One-third more 
grapes may be perfected in a given space with 
mer pruning than without it. By giving protection 
in Winter, the grape crop is surer than any other 
kind of fruit.— Western. Rural.
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One old gentleman, who commenced life as a 
poor boy, had, by mastering the difficult steps to 
final success, gained considerable wealth as a mer
chant. When he arrived at old age he retired to 
private life, to live in ease and comfort on his in
come, leaving a prosperous business in the hands of 
his son.

In three years the young man was bankrupt. He 
had failed in business, and was compelled to take 
a position as clerk in a stranger’s store.

His father was asked why it was that in a busi
ness in which he had succeeded so well, his son 
had failed.

He gave this characteristic answer : —
“ When I first commenced business my wife and 

I lived on porridge. As my business increased we 
had better food; and when I could afford it we had 
chicken. But you see Johnnie commenced with 
the chicken first.”
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Jirwide VARIETIES.
Strive to elevate yourselves, but never by pulling 

others down.
What it Costs to be a Loafer.—Does the 

young man who persists in being a loafer, ever re
flect how much less it would cost to be a decent, re
spectable man '! Anybody can be a gentleman if he 
chooses to be, but it is expensive being a loafer. It 
costs time—days, months, yeaa-s of it. It costs 
friends. Your consorts will be only the buccaneers 
of society. . It costs health, vigor, comfort—all 
true pleasure in living, honor, dignity, self-respect, 
and the respect of the world when living, and 
finally all regret and consideration when dead.

Mental Cultivation. — What plowing, digging 
and harrowing is to land, thinking, reflecting and 
examining is to the mind. Each has it proper cul
ture ; ami as the land that is suffered to lie waste 
and wild for a long time will be overspread with 
brushwood, brambles, thorns and weeds, which 
have neither use nor beauty, so there will not fail 
to sprout up, in a neglected, uncultivated mind, a 
great number of prejudices and absurd opinions, 
which owe their origin partly to the soil itself, the 
passions and imperfections of the mind of man, 
and partly to those seeds which chance to be scat
tered in it by every kind of doctrine which the 
cunning of statesmen, the singularity of pedants, 
and the superstition of fools raise.

Ear-rings and Other Trinkets.—My dear 
girls, leave this trinket show to Indians, and use no 
other jewelry than a neat, small pin to hold the 
collar, and a delicate small chain to guard your 
watch. The watch should be in a pocket and not 
slipped under the belt. The belt must be mis
chievously tight to hold the watch. To wear a 
watch pushed half-way under the belt is to con
stantly expose it to accident, and at best to make a 
vain announcement of the fact that you have one. 
In England it is a common remark, that you may 
know a nobleman by his plain dress, and by the 
absence of jewelry. And I will add, that every
where you will know a shoddy pretender by an ex
cessive display of jewelry. No person of really fine 
culture delights in an exhibition of trinkets or gew
gaw of any kind. The refined soul cannot make an 
ornamental parade.

The Pull Mall • says : In the present day a
conviction seems to be da,wiling on the minds of 
many that it is well not to stake too much on the 
certain operation of instinct of any sort. An im
petus will perhaps lie given to this tendency 
towards caution by the action of a rat—not indeed 
a seceder from the opposite camp, but a bona-fide 
rat —who has declined to follow the course assigned 
to him by the best zoologists. This rat was des
tined the other day as breakfast for a serpent in 
the Jardin des Hantes at Paris, and was with this 
purpose introduced into the cage of the reptile. It 
was unquestionably the rat’s duty, on being 
brought face to face with the serpent, to have be
come fascinated and to have obeyed the instinct 
which is supposed to deliver “ such small deer ” an 
unresisting prey to the destroyer. Far from ful
filling the duty traditionally incumbent upon him, 
this daring innovator flew at the throat of the 
snake and bit it so severely as to produce instant 
death, and a loss to the garden of about 2,000 
francs’ worth of serpent. This unexpected result 
has, however, had the good effect of determining 
the managers of the Jardin des Hantes to feed 
their reptiles upon dead animals only, the M fasci
nation theory ” having proved an utter failure.

Spring Has Come Again.
Sea Shells in the Andes.

Sea shells have been found in the Andes moun
tains fully 10,000 feet above the seal When I first 
heard this I had almost a mind to declare that I 
didn’t believe it. But it is never very wise to say 
that one doesn’t believe anything that’s wonderful 
without stopping to inquire further; there arc so 
many wonderful things that are true. And this is 
true. The great traveler and naturalist, Humboldt, 
picked up some sea shells at that great height on 
the top of the Andes. How did they get there ? 
It is not probable that the ocean waters ever rose 
to such a height, but it is quite likely that the now- 
magnificent Andes were once very low ridges be
neath the sea, and that these great fires which are 
always burning in the heart of the earth and raging 
to get out, once raised up by a might effort the 
whole long and grand range of Andean mountains. 
So the sea shells were carried up with the moun
tains high and dry as they are to-day, and the poor 
shell-animals wondered at the dreadful change, and 
sickened and died in the bitter, dry mountain air 
long, long ages ago.

The paths are pleasant through the land, 
Where Spring has gone before,

O lay your hand, love, in my hand,
And let us love once more.

Shall promises prove empty air;
Shall all our vows be vain,

New that the flowers are everywhere. 
And Spring has come again 1 hai

wants into 
scene and c 
sirable and 
sea

Nor smiling sea, nor sky above,
Can make me happy, nor 

The sweet green earth: it is your love 
That I am thirsting for.

E'en as the grass and pale flowers fair 
Thirst for the dew and rain,

Now that the birds sing everywhere,
And Spring has conic again.

Should Spring-time teach the bird to sing, 
And calm the angry sea,

Should she who bringeth sweet things, bring 
Nothing for you and me ?

No love to banish all our care,
And take away our pain,

Now that the flowers are everywhere.
And she has eome again ?

O love, do you remember yet 
The place beneath the tree,

Where cowslip grows, and violet ?
Oh, come to it, that we 

May still be happy, resting there 
Where we so oft have lain,

Now that the birds sing everywhere,
And Spring has come again
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f, Errors in Books.
It is related of a literary man in Greece, that lie 

undertook to publish a book which should not con
tain a single error. To accomplish this result, after 
havingtheproof-sheets carefully revised by different 
persons, he hung them up in a public room of the 
college, offering a reward of one guinea to any per
son who would detect any error therein. Many of 
the learned, attracted by a desire to succeed, and 
others by the reward, carefully perused the sheets. 
When the book make its appearance, on the very 
first page, and in the second line, a typographical 
error was discovered. All things considered, the 
accurate state of printing in general is to be ad
mired, and errata ought more freely to be par
doned than the fastidious minuteness of the insect 
eye of certain critics lias allowed.

i

How to be Polite.
Do not try too hard to be polite, 

whelm your friends by begging them to make 
themselves at home, or they will soon wish they 
were there.
your words that you arc glad to see them. Have 
enough regard for yourself to treat your greatest 
enemy with quite politeness. All petty slights are 
merely meanless and hurt yourself more than any
one else. Do not talk about yourself or your family 
to the exclusion of other topics. What if you are 
clever, and a little more so than other people, it 
may be that other, folks will think so, whatever 
they ought to do. It may bo interesting to you to 
talk over your ailments but very tiresome for others 
to listen to. Make people think you consider them 
clever and agreeable and they will be pretty apt to 
have a pleasant opinion of yourself. Treat people 
just as you would like to have them treat you. It 
is much easier to lose the good opinion of people 
than to regain it; and when he or she does not care 
for the good opinion of others he or she is not 
worthy of respect. Do not excuse your house, 
furniture, or the table you set before your guests. 
It is fair to suppose their visits are to you, not your 
surroundings. The whole machinery of social in
tercourse is very delicate and intricate, and it is 
our business to keep all places of possible friction 
well supplied with the oil of politeness.

Never ovor-
«

1
Show by your actions rather than

;
! ;

!

!

I

.
! Eaiety.

1 There are two kinds of gaiety; the one arises 
from want of heart; being touched by no pity, sym
pathising with no pain even of its own causing, it 
shines and glitters like a frost-bound river in the 
gleaming sun. The other springs from r.mss of 
heart; that i^, from a heart overflowing with kind
ness towards all men and all things; and, suffering 
under no superadded grief, it is light from the liapi- 
ness which it sees. This may be compared to the 
same river, sparkling and smiling under the sun of 
summer; and running on to give fertility and in
crease to all within, even to many beyond, its reach.
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N Russian Proverbs.

Every fox praises his own tail.
A debt is adorned by payment.
Iloguery is the last of all trades.
Never take a crooked path while you can see a 

straight one.
Fear not threats of the great, but rather the 

tears of the poor.
Ask a pig to dinner and ho will put his feet on 

the table.

!
The spelling schools that are spreading all .over 

Ohio are said to have demonstrated the fact that a 
woman can spell five times better than a man.

Love, Fear, Hate.—Love nothing but what is 
just and honorable ; fear nothing but what is 
ignoble; and hate nothing but what is dishonest.

Has it never occurred to us, when surrounded by 
sorrows, that they may be sent to us only for our 
instruction, as we darken the eages of birds when 
we wish them to sing.
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he
Superphosphate.patrons of Sjusbattbrg.ise The Beauty of Our Country Homes.he Superphosphate of lime is coming into demand 

rapidly in Nova Scotia. The Broekville Chemical 
works have shipped five car loads of ten tons each, 
for that part of Canada. Last year they only 
shipped one car load to that place. W e should like 
to hear from our Nova Scotian subscribers the re
sults of their trials, as to the quantity used and thé

of our readers

he
HOMES AND HOUSES," BT D. G. MIT'.'IIELL.] ^ S„,C, lOSt Is.ue.

, Stt V. flv, - iolirti. «. Mwter „t », 0»-g,;
immediate surroundings—in way of shrubbery, -,.COnd, Secretary.
^ThcTl^nnch love very much to set off their house 155- Elimville, Huron.

in the country- by bringing up broad ter; S. P. Halls, Ehmv.lle. 
stretches of graveled surface to the very mason 156. Alliance, Middlesex. George Lethbndge, 
work. This treatment may make more clearly Strathbum; John C. Dobie, St rath burn, 
discernible the nicety of architectural execution: | 157. Farmer’s Union, Lambton. Francis Hear
but it appears to me sadly garish and un home ! n,,v \\ atfnrd; Robert Gran, Watford, 
like. With a school or public building, where : Woodhill Grange, Peel.
___ y feet tread close upon the walls, there is apo- Get, H. Ward, Woodhill.
^ trdteVrVUtSisahhTantr^fthlringirrn^ ’’ >-,P. - Canton Middlesex
graveled or paved surface to the house walls only ! Granton: James Grant, Granton. 
where such surface is positively needed for ap- 160. Egremont, Grey. Ja=. Rogeis, Diomoie,
proach-ways, and of covering all other parts of the Thomas Fergus, Dromure.
closely out-lying ground with turf or low shrub- lfil Sulford, Oxford. William B. Nellis, Sul-
berv, is far more agreeable to the eye, and serves f. ,Vl| . James Dumpty, Sulford. 
better te associate intimately the country house 1(J2 Livingston, Bruce.
(as every country house should be associated) witii q’eeswater. Kobert Watson, Teeswater. 
its own bit of surround,ng landscape. lew ex- Kilbride Halton. John Agncw, Kilbride;

niwi»* _ K.
the house is a positive belonging to its situation, : 164. Queen's V alley, Grey. Thomas Ellis, Finl
and is so adapted to it and allied to it by the cares- I berley ; John Hnrlbnrt, Kimberley, 
eing green things around it, that it seems (if I may j 265. Olinda, Essex, 
be allowed the exaggeration) to be only a most , y y Fox, Olinda. 
hanpy and natural crystallization of a man s home 1(;(j A le fiMlVC Elgin. 
wAts into that shape under the influences of the ^ George Pottieav, St. Thomas,
scene and of the surroundings. In this most dc 1,1 ’ b - ’ „ ,
sirable and artistic “keeping” of home and land- 167. denhani XaUex, Kent, 

pe may be found a valid argument for that use Dresden; D. 1‘. Danard, Dresden, 
homely material, in way of rough boulders, 168. Birr Grange, Middlesex. Joseph Ferguson, 

which is now fortunately gaining favor. It would Birr; Robert Hobbs, 
be consummate folly to go far out of the way to Chatham Centre, Kent,
seek such; but if they are at baud along all adjoin- J^jqiledorc; Tlios. McKerrall, Applcdore. 
ing roadside, can there be a better and happier ^ Phcenix, Middlesex. Hector MeFarlane,
mating of the home to the landscape than in lay- (;1 ' B j Donaldson, Glencoe.

SS ïV-,1&2ïïa.Ki*........
colors building up sheltering walls that shaU keep Hill; C. !.. Hollmgshead, Richm nd . 
all the lichens which dapple the country fences, 172. Thames Road, Huron. Robert Gardiner, 
and shall invite the vines * Farquhar; George Hickney, Farquhar.

To return now to the matter of approach—there 1*73. Knowlton, Brome,
should be a neat graveled way to principal door j-noxNfton; A. E. Kimball, Knowlton. 
and to the service entrance. Beyond this, and as Caledon,
regards secondary entrance—such as that to a ver- , - '

st : «*.^
which dominate, and always should, all matters of ! Peter McLeod, Campbell s Corners, 
taste. If such an approach is to be so commonly 170. Darlington Centre. Wm. Crydennan. 
used as to impair the turf, by all means provide Hampton; (’. W. Smith, Hampton, 
against it by a graveled walk; if otherwise, or the 277. Mr.no Road. Thos. Anson, Mono Road; 
surface is only to suffer occasional summer service, pol)(;rt Shields, Mono Road, 
nothing can be richer and more fitting than a car- ■ -, . j \Lv TT„me Watford-pet of turf—always provided that the same be kept L 8 Rosebud Alex. Hume, Watford, 
evenly shorn. In no event, however, should such Leacock W atlord.
approach of lawn surface to the very step involve 179. Inman. Joseph Mumby, Dunville ; l.ichanl 
a fatiguing watchfulness lest children may despoil Hicks, Dunville. 
it or chance visitors impair it; there should be no 
yielding of the door-side comfort or convenience 
to any whim of gardening taste. The neatness or 
the order that forbids free coming and going to 
either porch or door is one that cramps home en
joyment—to which main end all gardening and | 
architecture about a country house should persist- | 
ently point.
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walls - even method of application, as many 
would like to hear more about its use.
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Our readers who have the pleasure of a lawn, and 
have no mowing machine except the scythe to cut 
it with, may he pleased to know that Levi Cossitt, 
of Guelph, Ont., makes a lawn mower that does 
its work quite as well and is less liable to get out 
of order than some American mowers we have seen, 
and for which nearly double the price has been 
jiaid. We have a sample machine at our office. 
Let us support Canadian mechanics. Before pur
chasing, see Cossitt’s; they are procurable in each 
town.
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l he John H. Stewart, Olinda: Produce Reports.
The early prospects of another season of abundant produce 

in tlreat Britain is from nil present appearances to be verified. 
The very favorable weather for preparing the soil, in the fall 
of 1874/and its excellent condition when receiving the seed, 
was succeeded by a season generally favorable throughout 
the winter and soring months, and by the latest 
passed through tlVc wintery ordeal uninjured, so that the first 
promise has had no check. From Francs the “advices con- 
tinue to be couched in ‘-atisfaution.” From other parts of the 
continent of Euro|»e the reports are on the whole favorable, 
though there is n desire on the part of farmers for more mois
ture for the growing crops.

From the United States we haw reports that much of the 
fall wheat is winter killed in the West; In the 8outh there is 

It is estimated that one-thin,
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David King, St.
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good promise o, heavy crops. 
o, the fall crop in the Western States is killed.

The Canadian wheat prospect is. wc believe, on the whole, 
favorable, though reports are conflictory. The report», even

X'ssxcaBSi-Tthan our southern and western neighbors, our fall crop has 
been freer from injury.
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Levi R. Whitman
Ie rod live Markets.

W111. Clarke, Caledon; Wm. in England the favorable weather for the growing crops 
has caused a depressing effect on the price of brcadHtune. 
The large stocks of grain and flour in the hands of producer* 
and merchants aid this downward tendency. With a jwason 
like the i«st, not over charged with too much moisture lor the 
English markets, there would be another year very favorable 

English purchasers. But what in yet In the womb of time 
is a matter of mere speculation. English priecsare low. 
Wheat—a downward tendency. Such are < ur English advices, 
.lt,d they have their effect on the American -markets.
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NKW YORK.

Mav 24.— Flour «lull, prices still in buyers'favor; receipt**, 
'..000‘bbls; sales, 11.000; quotations unchanged. Rye flour 
steady, at 84 40 to *5 50. Wheat dull, slightly In buym 
favor receipts, 47.000 hush; salts, 3A.000 hush, at $1 17 to 
$11H for No. 2 Chicago; *1 35 V) *1 40 for winter red western; 
si 41 to si 43 fur amber. Rye firm and quiet, tom ellgntly 
in buyers' favor, and in limited demand, at 84c to 85c for 
western mixed; 85c for do. yellow. Bariev quiet ; nomlnill.v 

Oats, steady, at 75c. Pork, firm, at $21 60 lor 
15c Vi 22c for N Y State and Pennsylvania;

CHICAGO.
Mav 24.—Flour dull and unchanged. Wheat, opened firm 

hut closed dull; No. 1 spring at <1 00; No. 2 do ut $1 00k *\*>l 
at 81 Oli for June; *1 04 for July; No. 3 do at 97c; rejected, 
yOAe. Com, quiet and weak; No. 2 mixed, new, 68c; regular, 
89 \ spot. Rye, dull and unchanged. Barley. Arm and in fair

Sir.,—Owing to the worn-out condition of a great Mÿ )
2iortion of the land in this section, and the imposai- f j ,„r ,|Klt Corn, easier, at U0j for June. Lard,
bility of obtaining bani-yard manure in sufficient lower, at lSR-for July, 
quantities to renovate it thoroughly, several mein- < M-rraoir.
bers of this and the neighboring Grange are this xuy 24.—Flour, dull and unchanged. Wheat, weak, buyers 

small scale with artificial b.Jdlng olf; No. 1 white at <1 87. forn .p.kt; No. 1 mixed 
at 75v. Oats easier; « hlte western at 10(0.

II. .1.

Wm. Hewgill, Hcathcote;180. Millcreek.
Samuel Coodfellow, Heathcotc.

John McGowan, Midhurst; unthangod. 
nes muss, butter.
20c to 28c for new do.

181. Midhurst.
Geo. Sncath, Midhurst.

182. Gowanstown. 
Hubert Wilson, Shipley.

Wm. Turnbull, Shipley;
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Artitivial Manures.
Allen's Planet Jr. Drill and Hoe

Wo consider this the most complete little imple-
The-

ment wc have yet seen for garden purjsises. 
drill itself is a good one, but the weeder we eon- 
eider the victor, as it can be mn along the drills 
and take the earth from or place it against plants, 
or leave the ground level and well prepared. It 
does the work ad well as can be done by- 
hand, and finishes a row as fast as a person walks. 
Those who use such an implement must be able to 
raise crops at such prices as would be ruinous to 
those who depend on the old slow system of weed- 

S. L Allen & Co., Philadelphia,

year experimenting
manures of different kinds, to endeavor to find out 
which would be the most profitable to employ on a 
more extended scale next year. I have been re
quested to ask you or some of your 
respondents as to the value of salt as a renovator, 
the principle by which it acts on the soil, and the 
quantity to be used per acre; also, the price per ton 
of refuse salt at the wells, and the liest manner of 

John Jackson,

oil a
LIVERPOOL.

Mav 24.—Flour, 21» to 22b; red wheat, 8s to 8e 8d; red win
ter On to 9s 4d; whit» . Is lid V) 9e 2d; club. 9s 2d to VB6d;

low, 41a ; cheese, H3s new.

numerous cor-

6
MONTREAL.

May 24.—Flour—superior extra, <5. Strung hwkt-rV, $4 #J0. 
Spring, extra, £4 17 to 4 29.

toronio.

May 25.—Wheat, fall, $1 00. Spring, 00c to 98e.
LONDON, ONT.

Mav 25.—Wheat, per tentai — White,$1.50 to $1.05; Red 
Winter. $1.40 to *1.50; Spring, |1.45 to |1.52 Bariey. $1.30 

v , $1.55. Fwh. $1.25 Uj $1,35. Oats, $1.3- to H-ÿ- 
B\e,$1.10to $1.20. Bean».90c to $1.25. Keg L itter, I4c to ICe; 
roll butter, lflc to 22v. lie to 14e. Hay. $12. W>-
t.X/mn per bag, $1.10 <«# $1.30. Wool, 2!0c per lb. Uover 
setNl, $5.50 to $0.00. Timothy ^1, $3.00 V. $d 25. tJ?ur* 
$2.25 V) $3.00. Oatmeal, $2.75 to $3.00. Cornrntal, $1.«d to 
#7.00. Rye Flour, 11.75 te #2.

shipment.
Secretary Grange No. 66.ing their crops, 

supply them. Newburgh, May ‘22ud, 1875.
[The slxive is received as part of the paper is be

ing printed. We have not space for reply in this 
supplement. Perhaps some other Secretary, Patron 
or reader of this paper w ill reply in time for next 
issue; if not, we w ill give some information on the 
subject— Ec.]

The Agricultural Exhibitions of 1875 will beheld 
as follows : Guelph, Sept 14, 15 and 16; prizes 
offered, $8,000.
22, 23 and 24.
Oct. 1; $8,000.
•29, 30 and Oct. 1; $12.000.

to
Provincial at Ottawa, Sept. 21, 

Hamilton, Sept. 28, 29, 30 and 
Western Faix, London, Sept. 28,!.
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m\
$420,600,000. For the year 1874 the receipts of 
cheese in New York were 2,046,575 boxes; the ex
ports 90,611,057 lbs.; from Canada 23,183,223 lbs., 
giving a total American export of 113,794,280 lbs., 
which at a valuation of 13c. per lb., would give an 
aggregate of $14,793,256.40. Estimating home 
consumption at 24,424,560 lbs , at 13c. per lb., the 
amount is $3,175,192.80 or a grand total of $438,- 
568,448. iM.

The reobipts of cheese for the year ending .Janu
ary 1st, N>75, may be estimated at 2,062,951 boxes; 
the exports at 1,679,322, an excess of both receipts 
and exports over the year 1874. The general trade 
in both branches, but more especially in exports, 
is steadily growing, and whilst we give a good arti
cle at a moderate price, should the entire grazing 
interest be developed in cheese production, the de
mand would be equal to the supply. Here it may 
be most pertinent to speak of the growth of skim 
or creamery interests. The past season this style 
of cheese moved off very fairly and showed to the 
producer a profit over whole milk cheese, 
prospect for the coming season does not, however, 
show so fairly. As a rule, exportera have lost 
much more heavily on this class of goods than on 
tine cheese, and aÜ exportera assert that hereafter 
they will buy this style of goods at a much greater 
difference in price than in any previous year.

The best style for export is a Cheddar shape, 
weighing from 50 to 69 lbs. The past season, 
white cheese has been comparatively a ding in mar
ket, whilst at present writing fancy colors aro 
worth 16^c. ; the extreme for the same quality in 
white is 16c. At some special seasons white cheese 
is in excellent demand, but not for a long enough 
period for any manufacturer to properly gauge tho 
market. Fine colored cheese is always in demand, 
and we might suggest that white cheese should 
oidy be produced on order from the buyer.

The color of cheese should be a bright shade of
light shade.

any other speciality whose production was increased 
in like proportion, and we may say that the industry 
has passed the time when according to ordinary 
computations the supply should have exceeded the 
demand. It has gone along prospering and to 
prosper, while other Agricultural specialities have 

The best preventive of the injurious influences of risen and fallen time and again Hops have under- 
an excess of electricity in the air of the dairy room, , gone a number of revolutions, the price of wool 
is to remove its humidity, as that condition of the has covered the hills with sheen and then sent them 
atmosphere is most favorable to electric conduction all to the batcher, pork has been profitable and 
and retention. I saw it stated in a late issue of unprofitable, gram has fluctuated between riches 
the Mural Xme-Yorker that the Swedes practice and poverty. But the dairy product, m spite of 
building tires in their dairy rooms on the approach the constant and enormous accessions to the ranks 
of thunder storms. This mode of preventing the of producers, has moved steadily onward without 
evil arising from an excess of electricity in the any thing wide enough to be called the shadow of 
atmosphere of a dairy, may be successful if very a disaster These are the facts of the manufacture 
skillfully managed; but it would be necessary to as we look upon them from the trade. Bow what 
have the fire without the apartment, as the admis- do the facts indicate.
sion of air to a degree to support combustion, it The la est writer upon political economy, Prof, 
being admitted from the external atmosphere, would bairnes, remarks that the fluctuations of the mar- 
not be effectual. ket price of a commodity within the sphere of

Agricultural production, lias been "found to vary 
differently according as it has been drawn from the 
vegetable or animal kingdom. The vegetable pro
duct is liable to sudden and considerable, hut com
paratively short fluctuations, while the commodi
ties of animal origin rarely rise rapidly, but when 
an advance is established, it is commonly held for 
a long time at the increased rate. Thus the price 
of wheat in England has halved and doubled within 
a few years, but there has been no such sharp 
fluctuation in a commodity of animal origin. 
Butelier’smeathas shown the most marked advance 
in price, but he believes that unless the value of 
gold should fall by some unexpected occurrence 
there is not the smallest probability that the price 
of meat will not return to what it was twenty years 
ago. — Utica Herald.
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To Prevent the Air of Dairy Rooms 
from Becoming Electrized. ’’N

.
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The,While the loss occasioned by the electrical con
dition of the air in the dairy is often great, it is 
very questionable whether an attempt to avert it 
by heating the dairy is practicable. It will involve 
a special arrangement for heating to avoid the dif
ficulty above alluded to, also to avoid a degree of 
heat that might, in result, be as hurtful as the ex
cess of electricity Itlis very little known to dairy
men as yet; but I claim that I have provided the 
most economical and most effective mode by which 
to guard against the excess of humidity in the air 
of the dairy room, also of excluding air when it is 
most heavily charged with electricity without in
terfering with the ventilation of the apartment. I 
refer to the system of ventilation which 1 use in 
my Gulf Stream Refrigerated Dairy Room. The 
air is all admitted to the dairy (at all seasons) 
through subterranean ducts.

The temperature of the ground in which the 
ducts lie being lower in summer (the season in 
which alone there is difficulty from the cause under 

a consideration) the vapor in the air is condensed on 
the interior of the duct and is conveyed to a drip 
well, just without the dairy. Thus drying the 
air well, I claim, cause it to eliminate its exccess of 
electricity through the vapor condensed, and will 
give it off to the earth.

But this is not the only advantage derivable from 
the condensing power of the sub-earth ducts. The 
entire interior of the ducts being moistened, any 
particles of duct floating in the air, circulating in 
them by coming in contact with the moisten
ed surface, is seized and held by the moisture 
and is conveyed and deposited in a drip well. 
It is important to state that I construct the 
dairy room as close as possible, so that no 
air is admitted except through the subterranean 
ducts; hence all air admitted enters the dairy at 
the temperature of the earth below solar influence, 
or at about 60 ° —the most desirable temperature 
for the butter dairy room and withal, the air is 
constantly changing. If it were practicable, it 
hardly seems desirable to attempt to improve on 
my system of ventilation for dairy rooms. ./. 
Wilkinson, Baltimore, Md.
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Oil Meal far Calves, Mstraw for export, and for home use a 
Home trade requires through the summer a style of 
cheese like the Oliios, hut of better quality, weigh
ing from 30 to 45 lbs., flat in shape When the 
heated term is over, the size is not of material im
port. Too much care cannot be given to per
manency of color, especially in the fall. The com
mon basket annatto will not be at all reliable. A 
cheese off color, so called, quality lxriug line, will 
shrink in value fully one-twelfth.

Of the prospects for cheese the coming season, of 
course we cannot speak with any authority, still 
we think it safe to say that prices must average 
much lower than the past year. Last season neither 
receiver nor exporter fairly made a profit, 
together with the shrinkage in every other branch 
of industry, necessitating lower wages, would tend 
to justify the above. The stock of cheese on hand 
January 1st, 1874, was estimated at 200,000 boxes; 
January 1st, 1875, at 175,000.

The butter interest, as is well known, is simply 
demoralized. The entire fault seems to he that tho 
producers were not willing to sell at a fair valua
tion in the fall, placing their goods above the mar
ket so that buyers could not use the product. The 
belief is current among those best informed that 
Western butter will average in price to the pro
ducer more than State. This, in consideration of 
the marked difference in quoted prices, is worthy 
the attention of dairymen, viz. : To market their 
produce at current rates, and not constitute them
selves holders.

In answer to “A Subscriber,” W. W. Aldrich, 
Ely ria, Ohio, has this to say about oil meal, in the 
Ohio Farmer :—

“A Subscriber” wants to know if oil meal is 
good for calves, and how it is fed. 
good, and will state how mine are fed, and how 
cared for until four years old. I have three apart
ments for calves, each about fifteen feet square, 
with rack and manger on one side for feeding hay 
and meal. I let them run loose; and keep them 
well bedded in the summer with saw-dust, and in 
the winter with wheat or oat straw, 
twenty-four stalls for tying up cows, which arc so 
arranged that by sliding a small door the calves 
van have access to the oow stables. The calves 
are turned in with their mothers twice a day, and 
help themselves to all the good, rich, new milk 
they want. This is continued until they are four 
months old. I commence feeding meal as soon as 
they will begin to lick it, which is when they are 
from two to three weeks old ; their feed is corn and 
oats ground together—one-third oats —and when 
we take a grist of wheat to mill, thé bran is mixed 
with the com and oats, which makes a lighter and 
better feed for calves than clear meal, and is not so 
apt to make them scour.

To sum up the feed it amounts to this—corn, 
oats, bran, and a little oil meal mixed in, just to 
make their coats shine and their skin mellow and 
pliable. ! feed nice, bright clover hay, and when 
grass is long enough to cut. have a small patch 
handy to the I ram, and feed green, a little and 
often; keep them in the barn until one year old, 
after that turn them ont into good pasture, and 
they will take care of themselves. But don’t stop 
here; keep an eye on tlmm, see that they have 
their salt and plenty 
don't believe this treatment will make good calves, 
;ust take a look into my calf stables and be con
vinced.
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Prospective Dairy Values.

It is one of the fundamental theories is systems 
of jiolitical economy that in production, the pro
ductive ability will tend toward the profitable 
speciality so far as possible. This tendency has 
been at work toward supplying the profitable de
mand for dairy products ever since the English 
markets were open to the American article. A 
dozen Htates have devoted apart of their Agricul
tural ability to this end. Canada has proved a 
giant in dairy manufacture. The exports of cheese 
from New York city have grown from 15 million 
pounds in I860 to 89million pounds in 1873, and,
yet the dairymen have had a year of unusually high itntter alH| (Jhcesc Interest of the 
prices,and evidently the demand is not yet supplied. j

The student of political economy can find an 11 e «I VS.
interesting matter for examination in this wide i'he magnitude of the Butter and Cheese iutefest 
effort of productive ability to till the demand for a 11 ! the United States is hut poorly conceived, not 
speciality, and the demand still beyond the result only by the dealers themselves, but more especially 
of the effort. The plain indication of existing by the producer?. In a concise way we will en 
trade facts is that tho manufacture can go further ileavor to give some idea of the interests of these 
with profit to those engaged in it. Of course it products; will also speak of the general style of 
takes longer to increase the supply of an animal cheese required, together with the color. Thekub- 
product, like milk than a bread product like wheat, jeot of skimmed or creamery cheese may also be 
A field may be changed from ons grain to another properly discussed.
in a year, but to make pasture and grow dairy cows The consumption of butter for homo use, from 
and build factories, takes several years. And it our most reliable sources, is estimated at 1,387,- 
has been several years since the Tendency towards | 900,000 pounds; the exports from the States and 
cheese making began. It lias reached an extent | Canada at 15,000,000, which: at an average of 30c. 
which would have swamped the demand for almost per lb., would give the value of butter alone at

i
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1 Good Cows.
The largest recorded yield of a single cow that is 

perfectly well authenticated, is that of an animal 
kept at the jail, at ls-wos, England. In eight 
consecutive years she gave 9,720 gallons, or an 
average of more than 1,210 gallons a year. Sho 
was milked one year 328 days and gave 1,230 gal
lons, which made 540 pounds of butter, or at tho 
rate of a pound of butter from 22 pounds of milk.

A Mr. Scott, of Shaftesbury, V , had a cow 
whose milk yielded 504 pounds of butter in 1866, 

at the rate of one pound of butter from 20 
pounds of milk.

An Ayrshire cow recently yielded 399 .J pounds of 
butter in ten mouths after ealving, or between 
March 10th, 1866 and January 10th, 1867, besides 
supplying a family with milk and cream.

It must he apparent that the proportion of butter 
will vary not only w ith the breed, hut with the 
season of the year. The milk of the Ayrshire cow 
is generally richer in butter than that of the short
horn, but not so rich as that of the Jersey or Brit
tany. The best returns of butter are generally got 
late in summer or early in the fall, September and 
October.
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$nrle Yarn's impriment. My man, my master, is my slave;
I give command to kill or save.

I can grant a thousand pounds a year,

HUMOROUS.

• Humor is to a newspaper what a tail is to a kite 
.—very absurd, but very necessary to its ascension.

The saying “Excuse haste and a bad pen,” has 
been attributed to a pig who ran away from home.

Gilt frames do very well for paintings, but when 
it comes to “frame of mind” the less guilt the 
better.

Being asked what made him so dirty, an unwashed 
•ply was, “ I was made, as they tell 
d 1 suppose it works out."

GRAMMATICAL.

To make a beggar’s brat appear. 
The lawyer may forget his pleading;

The scholar can’t forget his reading. 
1 die independent and forgot,
And on some dunghill left to rot.

Prizes.
There was a lively competition between my 

nephews and nieces for the prizes, this month, 
and probably only for the busy season, it would 
have been keener. I w ould like to satisfy you all
with one ; but from the improvements you are mak- 53. Beneath the skies a creature once did dwell, 
ing, I think the victors this time will have to work So sacred writers unto us do tell;
hard, or they’ll come out second best at the next He lived, he breathed, in this vain world, ’tis
distribution. The prizes are awarded as follows:— true,
1st, Mary Mayflower, Gloucester; 2nd, James H. Yet he never sinned or any evil knew.
Gross, Caledonia; 3rd, Canadian Gift'; Commended, He never shall in Heaven’s high kingdom dwell, me, of dust, an 
Frank Lawson, Nileatown. If you ar e not in receipt °,r e’.re be doomed to feel the pangs of hell,
of the prizes before receiving the June Advocate, ^ et in him an immortal soul there was,
w'rite at once and acquaint me of the fact, as the Which must be damned or dwell among the just,
prizes should have reached you before this. Mary Mayflower.

Uncle Tom.

street Arab’s re

Said Anna's preceptor, “ A kiss is a noun;
But tell me if proi>er or common." he cried:

With cheeks of vermilion, and eyelids cast down,
'Tis both common and proper,” the pupil replied

That farmer understood human nature who said: 
charades. 1st. One of the Highland chiefs who first refused “If you want to keep your boy at.home, don't bear

44. At the fann I am useful when I am complété— to submit to the govei nmsnt of Scotland by William too hard om the grindstone when he turns the 
To the horse a delight, to the cow quite a treat; and Mar>'' He,aild hla family,and their dependants, crank. ’’
I am sometimes, though seldom, considered a charm, were mhumanly massacred, Feb. 14 1692. 2nd.
A precursor of fortune, a guard against harm. Th,; murderer of Edward Ironside. 3rd. 1 he eldest
But if from ray name the first letter you take.
A creature of amourous passions you make;
And if you again my head should remove,
1 am changed to a word that might mean .above.
Make me complete and curtail me this time,
I originate then in a tropical clime 
I sometimes am used by fast young men 
Their vices I help to conceal now and then.
Now take my whole name, and curtail and behead,
And without me this world would be dreary and 

dead. G. A. Gordon, Colbome.
45. In the printing office my tiret is made,

Though it is not considered a help to the 
trade;

My' second is an article—but I will not say 
what,

My third you might say if a smart blow 
you got;

My whole is to all who possess me a trea
sure,

For I give to my hearers a great deal of 
pleasure.

54. CHRONOGRAPH.

p, there's a burglar
.... , . , , , house !” said the wife. John sat upright in bed.

son of Brute, who is saud by Capgrave to have tiurglar-b-u-r-gJ-e-r-burglar' -and he rolled
landed m England B. C 111b and to have named over waiting for a hanler word. 
it Bn tavne, after himself. 4th. A quack historian. . . T, .. . „ .. . ..
5th. A Greek philosopher’s wife, 6th. A Dutch A genteel farmer in Massachusetts, n retired Bos- 
painter much encouraged by Charles I. 7th. The tonton- dldn * k,iow ho,w to^ a wagon wheel off 
founder of the fifth state of the Saxon Heptarchy. Fea8e axle and so he bored holes through
8. An engineer who <lied in 1859. The initials will *1U*> an“ P°ure(' 111 the grease, 
give the year in which pocket watches were first Sydney Smith says: Marriage resembles a pair of 
used in England. J. Cross, Caledonia Springs. scissors, so joined that they cannot be separated;

often moving in 
punishing any one

“John! John! wake u in the

■

opposite directions, yet always 
who comes between.

“ J. Gray—Pack with my box five dozen quills.” 
There is nothing remarkable about this sentence, 
only that it is nearly as short a one as can be con
structed, and yet contains the whole alphabet.

IAnswers to Puzzles In May Ko.
31. Apple, plum, melon, lemon, tomato, date. 

32. George Washington. 34. 99 9 9. 35. Catkin.
37. Ploughshare. 38. Tree. 39. L. 40. Violin.
35— 28 20 “John,” said a father to his son one day when he 

caught him shaving the ‘down’ off' his upper lip, 
“don’t throw your shaving water out where there 
are any bare footed boys, for they might get their 
feet pricked. "

“Madame,” said a cross-tempered physician to a 
patient, “if women were admitted to paradise, their 
tongues would make it a purgatory.' “And some 
physicians, if allowed to practice there," replied 
the lady, “ would soon make it a desert.”

36.— 2 5 I 4
5 1
2 5 1 4

4L—A B R A M 
BRAVO 
RAVEN 
AVERT 
MONTH 

42. Czar, Zone, Anne, Reed. 43. Oren, Rome, 
Emma, Neat

26
73
01

G. A. Gordon, Colbome.
46. My whole is in mansion and cot to be found, 

Behead, I grow, but not on the ground; 
Behead again, and you will find 
Something indispensable to mankind.

Canadian ('iff.

100

A Scotchman went to a lawyer once for advice,
/ .____ and detailed the circumstances of the case. “Have

ANSWEB3.ÆKCEIVF.D to May Puzzles.—H. C. you told me the facts precisely as they occurred ?” 
Chapman, Colbome; Annie A. Glennie, Wool wick; asked the lawyer. " Oh, aye, ser !” replied he. “I 
Tommy Ruston, SebringviUe; Mrs. Ranson, Harp thought it beet to tell you the plain truth. Ye can 
ley; R. Whiteside, Ellesmere; Alice Mary Dead- P"t the lies into it yourself, 
man; James Stevenson, Fitzroy; Willie A. Ruther-

47. HIDDEN ENGLISH RIVERS.

Can you seriously intend to make this journey.
I went to see the poor widow yesterday.
The exorbitant rent of the house is quite beyoad

E. M., Monekton.

A-t Pat Hogan sat enjoying his connubial bliss 
ford, Millbank; D. D. Green, Belmore; Martin upon the banks of a southern creek, he espied a 
Lang, St. Mary’s; Frank Lawson, Nilestown; Jas. turtle emerging from the stream. “ Och hone!" he 
H. Cross, Caledonia; E. Finn, Winnipeg; John exclaimed solemnly, “ that iver 1 .should come to a 
James, Montreal; John Holmes, Winchester; Jim. country to sec a snuff-box walk." “ Whist,” said 
Houser, Ganboro; Maggie Jane Stevenson, Fitzroy; his wife; “don’t be after making fun of the birds.” 
M. J. Davidson, Fallowlield: Henry Fitzjohn, Low 
ville.

my means.

48. HIDDEN ANIMALS.
My first is in house, but not iu box;
My second is in dog, but not in cat;
My third is ill rock, l>ut not in fox;
My fourth is in mouse but not in rat;
My fifth is in seat but not in chair;
My w hole is the-name of an animal.

Rhoda W. Eastman, Cornwall

An economical man, who had a toothache, deter 
mined to remove Ins tooth in the Indian fashion. 

April Answers too Late for May No.- .Tos. Accordingly, lie bent down himself, and attached a 
Hynes, San Francisco; .1. Walsh, Oregon ; A. stout eonl to his tooth and the sapling. Then he 
Brcmuer, St. John, N. B. ; J. Simms, Ottawa. touched the spring, and the next lie knew he lia<l
------------ ~ : ~~----- " ■ -----------— jumped over a grove of about forty small trees, and

was trying to get out of a pond that lie lia<l hap- 
]KTied to alight ill.

Mow Me Knew Mini.
A distinguished professor in one of the Arm 

theological seminaries relates the following: Being 
in Germany, with a red covered book in his band, 
a German, supposing the book to be “ Murray,” 
asked in English, if he was not

PUZZLES.
49. Take six and fifty-one, place nothing between 

them ami add an n. The result wilj, produce a mu
sical instrument.

.Ticall
profoundly ignorant, 

one letter from an- 
intinually borrowing books for 

On one occasion she borrowed

A certain ostentations, but 
young lady, who did not know 
other, used to be ce 
appearance’s sake, 
a Bible. Having kept it a few days she returned it 
and was asked. 11 How did you like the story ?” 
“Oh." was the reply, “very well; but it ended like 
all these love -tories they got married at last.”

Sydney Smith tells of a maid who used to boil 
the eggs very well by her master’s watch, but one 
day be could not lend it to lier, because it was 
under repair, so sin: took tlm time from the kitchen 
clock, and the eggs came up nearly raw. “ Why 
didn’t you take the three minutes from the clock 
as you do from the watch, Mary?” “ Well, sir, 1 
thought that w ould be to., much, as the hands are 
so much larger.”

Frank Lawson, Nilestown. 
50. Put five strokes to these six and make nine— 

T. Andisan, Perth. 
51. To a circular letter take care to prefix

Four times twenty-live, without any trick»; 
One thousand inverted, and placed in the rear. 
Will tell you what's useful to man, I declare.

!>. !>. (.'keen. Belmore.

an Englishman ? 
The professor replied in German that lie was not. 
The conversation presently turned upon an object 
of architectural beauty near at hand, in which the 
professor incidently raised the question of its cost. 
“ Sir," exclaimed the German instantly, “you are 
an American!’ “How do you know that?” re
joined the professor. “ Sir,” continued the German, 
striking an attitude and assuming a tone of great 
solemnity, “ upon the resurrection morn, when we 
stand .liefon; the Great White Throne, the first 
question of every American in the whole assembly 
will be, “ How much did that throne eo»t

I II M I

RIDDLE-.
52,- M y person J*U and slender-waist

On either side with fringes graced,
Until this tyrant man espied,

And dragged me from my mother’s side.
Now no wonder 1 look so thin,

This tyrant has stripped me to the skin.
My skin is frayed, my hair is cropped— 

At head and foot my body lopped.
To vex me more, lie took a freak, 

y: He split my tongue to make me speak.
And now, which wonderful appears,

I speak to eyes and not to ears.
AH languages I can command,

But not a word I understand.

An industrious citizen of Lucan arose a few 
while the festive lark was still snor

A celebrated Scotch divine hail jgst risen up in 
the pulpit to lead the congregation in prayer, when mornings ago, 
a gentleman in the front of the gallery took out his 1 ing, and with a tin bucket under his arm went to 
handkerchief to wipe the dust from Ms brow , for ! the bam to milk the family cow. It was dark and 
gutting that a pack of cards was wrapped up in it. | rainy, and in fumbling about for old Brindle he got 
The whole pack was scattered over the floor of the into the w rong pew and began to pail the off mule 
gallery. The minister could not resist a sarcasm, I of hie wagon team. He can’t remember which side 

j solemn as the act was in which he was about to en- ! of the roof he went out at, but his recollection of 
gage, “ 0 man, nan ! surely your psalm buik has a'ighting on the picket fence is very vivid. He er- 
been ill bund.” , pects the bucket down in a few day».
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117i FARMER’S ADVOCATE.TO THESUPPLEMENT
June, 1875. Bints About Washing

JEliLV CAW. ■ “i-SS'S- «“ wS'K "™8Ît,,n|kr

One lemon; grate the ^^^ic^iddîop fine; 1 n rinL^naybe prepared in the samethe wWtegroMd

throw it away; ^fone cu^ oVmük or water, one -JK2& ïenlabrics. A colored[pattern onthe wj^ L dis-
one cup white suga , 5 save the whites 1 ftrAiiTn ilHl} hFHt ~ must not lie blued. lb is dry, make the
tablespoon of flour. B beat’the whites, and add I ^ T.^jgga pensed with. ^hcn ‘ Un white starch and an-
of two eggs; while baking read tlieioing BÉÉ starch; for a colored mnslm wti for whlte
white sugar; when the P ^ Good sweet boiled, but one made wUh 1 1 8^ the e»d of a

SïïMStiS Î— » * “• ” "* SiyiiKfl ”^rV£ *~JZs£S»£$Zferre,1‘ the QUEEN OF PUDDINGS. ™^’""it to d“y a^ain. Sprinkle and roUit

One pint of bread crumbs ; one quart o^sw e^ ^ woman whos= fiowerseeds never come up 'Afterward iron it with YCi^bot^rons g
milk; one cup white a”6ar ’ . beff the eggs and 1 ualess they are scratched up. , ( irons keep the starch • None of the
whites of two; #«v°b ° '*’ bs au,f milk ; , to bc forced up in the above manner K tM starching is called clea. -^^ghtliiiess of the
sugar together, and stir ^hV™bme, beat the ^-,rcised a little more patience .and care, the flowers but much oi the “m g^ advantage 0fiupïirijsçs ssasi’-sfei s^Æï-ass

tSS™*tal»•*bro*°7<*tt2:ffiTrïXU-i*“£ StittiteuU

âish is about two-thirds full, take . « bë & ■ ice to know that these careless ^ ^ foUow
pint of, mdk and^-hite suga , when nearly cold, | aPP^^^^^'^rhLe are the ones who reduce

can
ytiwic pas's grsartmtal.^

One cup sugar, 
milk, 3 eggs, 1 cup 
cream of tartar; ttiavor

extra
it

î

1
; t

i

>

maid.I
Fly Paper

As “ Ay time ” returns again, our^ r^ trouble. 
be looking for means of gettmg r ^ recipes
SS? ■ & *h'c"'»-
gist's Circular :

Ifip filtering or
throe solutions ; x ■ one ounce ;

‘"MOI.., » areomatt of
four ounces. Dissolve. h 1 byh n wanted for
mersed in the liquid and dned^ ^ & late with a

letting it go down through the 
’ B hipped cream or icing.cake ;° spread over the top w 

This makes a very nice dish.
I

JELL CAKE.
in either one of

-«• isssssi'Ssrsi - bibulous paperFour eggs, 
good sour cream, one 
one teaspoon of soda

1

ORANGE CAKE.

es
teaspoon soda, one teasi add white i The woman E

2 mixture between when cold. time,” to attend ^ftojer gar j tw0 or
°ra b OOCOASCT CAKE. fiud ample k^ome dL friend. If you are

, f wbite sugar, halt-cup of butter, thrce hours with come at liUe this one, soOne large cup ofjhite sug^, { flonr, ate enough to have a partner
half-cup of sweet milk, one ■“^nfu, vf c‘ream tar-1 Mt
whites .»f f"urt ^ fnl of slsla. Bake in layers,» stftisr
with cocoanut.

KASrBEIlR'.

- i
i.

whose flower seeds »U come up.

Personal and Household Hints
for durability, chooseIf you are buying carpets

rr,
:

iVINEGAR.
0,™ Ol vinogor to-1-j ^'“.i/oî

S- srss^toîÆa. it

° OINUER CAKF-
Onc large spoonful of ^.^^p^nsfnl'of butter,

ful of boilmg water onit, th I mohisses, mix 1 the COuple tliat
one teaspoonful o Boda, one p. the Utter. Tl^ f 1 . and you

» - » *—• •%?cm \ sasssSSrfss
^ oCfuPcr°r^; Something «Tttî
ter,' one teaspoonfnl °Jnl.so<d>aoive the com-starch | P^^Kthat'don’t brmglim toterm^try sornc^ 
ttiic’/rrommid mi x^thin ^flavor to taste. | thingelse.^ A willing man. like

à p;i..

;
-, To clean a 

potatoes 
nearly as

in it.
white as when new.

i. ««—w.'Si'S»
the bed is warmf, put» g“ « in a few mm-
SLtoS'.Tt«t*iii.pr»t«» <»• 1"id«°l *h0

■i

ll i
I

A small piece of paper °^n”t tete^a bureau or

» - - •»
ItoS SCt», wUldCroy-'A-».

t!

- =,a .1 xz
boll pint Ol mol»" . ,

Three eggs, one cup sugar, one cup butter, one a%-i-Z
l There can he no fnendship^wherc the ^ not 

Wîï~I freedom. Friendship loves • w iaclosures. It
ritiZES awabded Tins MONT .1 1 panned in striugh Qjxd take no ill

crowded" out oMhis number.

I
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Farmers should a 

Purchase for cash, t 
of goods. There ii 
and seller by the cn 
farmers and others ; 
the credit system.

Reverses, aeeide 
trouble, and money 
is exacting and ofte 
not lend on landed 
are a better means f 
they are punctual ii 
also expensive and i 
means advise fart 
thing, especially at 
paid for money in t 
found necessary. 
Society of this cit 
institution as any i 

cure money at or 
The securities are f 
lender we consider 
tion for loaning an 

We do nor advi 
cash and leave tliei 
uncultivated. Sc 
fertile as possible 1 
trees and by prope 
much cash in any i 
have a surplus, am 
est than the banks 
better terms than 
then you can apph 
other similar sociei 

At the present t 
monetary places ir 
We again advise y 
sible. A society 
haps an individual 
better to do you: 
agent, and avoid 1 

The Agricultui 
city has now move 
olhees near the n 
such a good pure! 
them to be rent fr 
advantage. Then 
Canada, nearly all

|
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The Wca
Since last issue 

not improved, 
by late spring fro 
jured by thp Jun 
began to shoot out 

In this section < 
have over half a < 
Hay will not be o 
the coldest and 
perienced. Not 
shortened, but sp 
suffered very mat 
and in some sect! 
of the farm prodi 
ened in some sect 

The June prodi 
be less than usua" 
wc may reasonu 
growth; also dun 
those sections wl
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